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Slashing
taxes: 'Not

eclipsing Nader

easy job,
but possible'
'

By J. Daniel Cloud

approxi¬
mately 400,000 votes, which would make his vote total the fourthhighest in Libertarian Party history.
According to USA Today, The Washington Post and other major news
sources, Badnarik had received 390,125 votes as of Nov. 20. However, Rich¬
ard Winger of Ballot Access News predicts
that Badnarik will ultimately receive about
400,000 votes after all absentee ballots are
counted and certified
a process which
may take until late December.
In comparison to past Libertarian candi¬
400,000
dates for president, that total would rank
votes
Badnarik fourth behind Ed Clark (921,199
votes in 1980); Harry Browne (485,759 votes
48 state
in 1996); and U.S. Rep. Ron Paul, (432,297
ballots
votes in 1988). Browne received 384,429
$1 million in
votes in his second run for president in
2000.
contributions

on

—

was

the biggest

Nader

The goal: Get enough tax
certain

California

coun¬

ties to vote the boards out of

existence, thereby ending the

improper use of tax money to
fund private charities.
Progress report: With the
election

of

Libertarian

Frank

Manske to the Mt. Diablo Health¬
care

District Board in Contra Cos¬

County, area libertarians
one step closer to their goal.

ta

Established

of years

over

a

are

period

"hospital district
boards," their goal was to ensure
that local hospitals adequately
served their communities. Many
as

of these boards ceased having
a real function in the mid-90s
when the

hospitals they oversaw
or merged with
other hospitals, says Jack Hick¬
ey, a Libertarian who is on the
board of the Sequoia Healthcare
District in San Mateo County.
Hickey, chairman of the
Libertarian Party of San Mateo
County, was elected in 2002 to
the Sequoia district board. Like
were

either sold

the three Libertarians who

ran

for the Mt. Diablo district board
in this election season, Hickey
says

his plan is to get enough

like-minded people on the board
to disband it.
"In 1996, the

Sequoia Hos¬
pital was sold by the hospital
district," he explained. "So the
legislature got involved and re¬
named the district, calling it a
'healthcare district' instead of

a

"I

really would like to compliment Michael
[vice presidential candidate]
Richard Campagna, and the campaign team

I 350+ media

of Fred

I 4th

Badnarik and

was on

39 state

Collins, Barbara Goushaw-Collins,

ballots, Peroutka

elected

or

Election

the

vote total

more

funded

—

that

as

well.

Unfortunately, Badnarik "was ignored by the major television media
through most of the campaign," the campaign team said, although he was
covered several times by C-SPAN, was featured in a PBS special and did an
See CAMPAIGN

the electorate hears and

the

U LT •

opponent's 5,655

—

but enough

Massachusetts

to become

Chris

DeLeo

involved in health-related mat¬
ters.

vote totals

serve a

School Committee, a

victory," LP Executive Director Joe

■ In

race.

Seehusen said.

Jim

My district currently has
$60 million, of which it has just

committed $25 million to a retro¬
fit for Sequoia Hospital — which
it

no

longer controls."

Similar

circumstances

in Contra Costa

exist

County, where

Scott Wilson and other Libertari¬
ans are

trying to shut down their
See TAX Page 10

—

Libertarian

and in these cases,

races won on

Nov. 2

included:
■

Mary O'Connor was elected to the
city council in Brooklyn Center,
Minn., coming in second out of four
candidates in a nonpartisan race
where the top two won. O'Connor
garnered 5,024 votes, fewer than

elected

to defeat the other two candidates.

[■* ■ B

■

our message

was

Seminole

■ Also in Minnesota, Mark Thorsted
came in second in a five-way race

—

appreciates

no problem obtaining
minor media than it could handle, mem¬

County district,
earning 78 percent of the vote
(105,467 votes); Jack Tanner took
70 percent of the vote (103,660
votes) to win a seat on the Lee
County conservation district board;
and Bradley Cline took 228,027
votes (almost 60 percent) to win a
four-year term on the Palm Beach

one

on

one

of two

new

members

the

Otsego City Council. He will
four-year term.
Florida, longtime Libertarian

Culberson

was

elected

in

a

three-way

race to the commission
that oversees the Sebastian Inlet
Tax District, which includes parts of
Brevard and Indian River counties.

[See story

Page 8.]
■ Also in Florida, three Libertarians
were

campaign had

campaign team told the Libertarian
meeting in
Washington, DC.
"There were approximately 350 scheduled post-nomination interviews
of the candidate, with an average of two or three daily unscheduled in¬
terviews," campaign Communications Director Stephen Gordon said, noting
that he and other campaign team members handled hundreds of interviews,

to

were

fields
competitively

to

Page 2

Libertarians elected to office

appointed to office earlier
the total

"I think this illustrates
when the Libertarian Party

up

National Committee at its Nov. 13

races

this year — and bringing
to more than 30 this year.

average, more

bers of the

Day, adding

dozens who

on

Media

The

At least 1 Libertarian
on

27,

largest LP

counties. Michael Barr

to

was on

Funding
campaign brought in just over $1 mil¬
lion in contributions ($1,011,781), more than
half of which ($538,417, or 53.4 percent) was
'spent on outreach and advertising. Of the
money spent on outreach, over half went for
television advertising ($305,744), while an¬
other $137,817 was spent on TV production,
$13,784 on radio advertising, $56,962 on lit¬
erature and $5,500 for print advertising.
More than $300,000 of the campaign's do¬
nations came through the Internet, as the

presidential

more
their

35 and Cobb

unique visitors per day and
100,000 unique visitors on peak days.

genuinely impressive."
Independent Nader received 407,467 votes this year, a mere fraction of
the 3.1 million he earned as the Green Party candidate in 2000.
Also noteworthy is the fact that the Libertarian
campaign was the only
third-party presidential campaign that didn't hit a tremendous slump this
year, both in ballot access and in vote totals.
The Constitution Party's Michael Peroutka earned 135,260 votes and the
Green Party's David Cobb received 112,195,
meaning that Badnarik won
more votes than his
third-party competitors combined.
To many people, coming in first out of the third
parties — and nearly

won

was on

Badnarik Web site drew,

is

candidates

of the campaign.

than 50,000

Ralph Nader, a nationally recognized figure
with almost unlimited access to the media,

Eleven

success

The

of freedom
and
responsibility.
And
they
reward us with increasingly higher

"But the district still collects
taxes, which it distributes to a
wide variety of charities that are

regulation
and lives

appeared on 48 state ballots (all but Oklahoma and New
Hampshire), plus the District of Columbia.

interviews

Stephen Gordon and Geoff Neale," said Joe
Seehusen, LP executive director. "The fact
that they came within a whisker of beating

quality candidates

'hospital district.'

Excessive

costs money

while Badnarik

—

fighters elected to de¬
funct hospital boards in

What does our vote
total mean?

Thanks to the efforts of Libertarians around the nation, Badnarik was
more ballots than any of the minor-party or independent competition:

Badnarik 2004

LP NEWS EDITOR

Complete 2004
election wrap-up

Badnarik pulls in 400,000 votes
As thedustsettledfromthe 2004 presidential campaign,it appeared
that Libertarian candidate Michael Badnarik had earned

an

priorities
budget

%w

on

elected

to

soil

and

water

conservation districts in different

district.

Southeastern

■

was

Libertarian

elected

to

the

Regional Vocational
non-partisan

Pima

Community College Board of
Governors; James Bertrand was re¬

elected to the Drexel

Heights Fire

District; and Peter Schmerl, former
Arizona state LP chair, was elected
to the Continental School Board.

Affecting
While

the

LP

races
was

unable

to

draw

enough votes to affect the
outcome of the presidential race —
candidate Michael Badnarik earned

approximately 400,000 votes — the
party's candidates did affect several
state-level

races.

In

Arizona's

Libertarian Superior
Judge, John Buttrick, earned a
new four-year term in last
Tuesday's
retention election, winning almost
74 percent. [See story on Page 3.]

Oregon, for example, a state
house race was apparently decided by

Court

Libertarian Tom Cox's involvement.

■ Three Libertarians

By drawing 9.5 percent, Cox took
enough support away from the
incumbent
who had reneged on a
2002 campaign promise not to raise

to

office

in

Pima

were

elected

County, Ariz.

Scott Stewart, former Pima County
LP chair, was re-elected to the

—

taxes

—

to cause her defeat.

Incumbent

Mary

Gallegos, a
Page 13
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Former MNLP treasurer elected to office

Campaign lands 400,000 votes
Continued from Page 1
interview on MSNBC, among other

major

Jill Wilkinson, the former treasurer of the Minnesota LP
who

resigned in August after admitting to having stolen
approximately $10,000 from the state party, was elected Nov. 2 to
the Ramsey County Soil and Water Conservation Board.
Wilkinson tried to pull out of the race when she resigned — and
gave up her membership in the LP — but it was too late to drop out.
Her victory in the race left all those concerned — including state
party officials, the defeated incumbent and Wilkinson herself — a
bit bemused, with Wilkinson admitting she doesn't understand why
people voted for her, according to an Associated Press report.
The Minnesota LP hasn't decided whether to press charges for the
theft. Wilkinson and her husband, Colin Wilkinson, who resigned from
the state LFs executive committee, are repaying the money.
The party wasn't aware the money had been stolen until their
landlord sent them an eviction notice stating that the rent hadn't
been paid in three months, state chairman Ron Helwig said in August.
The Wilkinsons paid the $3,000 in past-due rent, so the party
headquarters didn't have to relocate. They have since paid back more
of the stolen money.

appearances.
"For the most part,

major

pro¬

grams and networks were not inter¬
ested in Badnarik," Gordon said —

noting that

a

tions firm that
to

national public rela¬
hired

was

specifically

generate national TV appearances

"had

lower level of

a

success

taining interviews than

we

in ob¬

did."

The number of people who have taken the online World's Smallest
Political Quiz has
interest

surged past 4 million, fueled by an intense
in the recent presidential election and a last-minute

presidential election generated more attention for the
quiz than we've ever seen before," said Sharon Harris, president of
the Advocates for Self-Government, which sponsors the quiz. "In the
final week before Election Day, we had as many as 28,000 people a day
take the quiz. That's amazing, since the quiz didn't tell people who to
vote for, or match them to a particular presidential candidate. But it
did help people cast a more knowledgeable vote in line with their core
beliefs, and that apparently made it a useful tool for voters."
The 4-millionth person logged on to the Advocates' Web site on

was

—

went unfulfilled.

to focus

as

much of its

resources

New
to

a

the

campaign team ran a strong
campaign on very short notice."
"In a matter of just a few months,
they started the campaign business

part by promoting a book he wrote
on the campaign trail [see story on
Page 10] and continuing to teach
his class

possible in a few key states —
Mexico, Nevada, Wisconsin and,

as

"lighting the fires of liberty," in

ue

major strategy of the campaign

lesser extent, Arizona

to see

—

impact the out¬

of the election.

In New Mexico

All told, Seehusen said, "I think

alone, approxi¬
mately $85,000 was spent in 10
days on television ads and $10,000
on radio ads, with
eight days spent
campaigning across the state.
Nonetheless,

Seehusen

on

"I also

the Constitution.

plan to organize

a strategy

committee, and with their advice,
I'm

going to run for office in Texas
in 2006," Badnarik said. "Some of

the

so far have been
for governor or for the state
senate."

to

suggestions

run

He is

currently taking a short
campaign trail, but
hopes to soon begin traveling again
campaigning for the 2006 elec¬
rest from the

—

And if he's

tion.

not

elected to

from scratch, activated scores of
volunteers, raised a million dollars

said,
Badnarik's campaign achieved im¬
portant goals, such as building the

Texas office that year, he said, hell
more than likely be back to seek the

and spent a

party's

in 2008.

large portion of what

media," he said. "I
they did it.
"Mr. Badnarik's campaign touched
millions of voters and helped to in¬
on

the size and

crease

party, which

Seehusen

means

name

members and candidates;
educating the public about the

new

and

Libertarian alternative.

strength of the
a big¬

acknowledged

LFs nomination for

president again

"Above all, I want to say one
time that I am thrilled and

more

honored that the
nated

delegates nomi¬

at the convention in At¬

me

lanta," Badnarik concluded. "It
Badnarik's

plans
that the campaign is

Now

that

recognition by running

nationwide television ads; recruit¬

ing

we'll have
ger platform in 2008."

of undecided voters.

swarm

A

come

Conclusions

they raised

political quiz

states

if Badnarik could

don't know how

Four million take online

of the campaign's goals — hav¬
ing an impact on the outcome of the
Bush-Kerry race by winning votes
from fiscal conservatives in swing
one

was

not

over,

Badnarik said he intends to contin¬

something I expected. I hope
everyone is pleased with our perfor¬
mance."

"The 2004

Nov. 15 to take the

quiz. That was just four months and seven days
after the quiz passed the 3-million milestone. It took four and a half
years for 1 million people to take the quiz; almost three years to hit 2
million; and about 10 months to pass 3 million.
The

quiz — at www.TheAdvocates.org — asks 10 questions about
personal and economic issues. Based on the answers, it identifies a
person as conservative, liberal, centrist, libertarian or statist, and dis¬
plays that ideological identity on a diamond-shaped political chart.
The quiz is widely hailed as the first political quiz to go beyond the
traditional left-right model of politics. It was invented by Advocates'
founder Marshall Fritz, based on an idea by LP founder David Nolan.

Four CA tax increases

When it comes to taking mon¬
away from taxpayers,
how much is "enough?"
ey

That

was

the

interviewed

was

sion stations
a

—

by two televi¬

the Fox affiliate and

Chinese-language station in the
County area — shortly

Santa Clara

On Nov. 11, Michael Badnarik and David Cobb — respectively,
the

of dollars
One

over

the next few years.
alone

measure

—

Measure

K, which would have levied

an

ditional annual tax of $50 per

ad¬

parcel
High

of land in the East Side Union

School District

—

would have cost

—

continues to increase, not decrease,

county.

joined with the Silicon
Valley Taxpayers Association (head¬
ed by Libertarian Dennis Umphress)
to oppose 13 of the 15 tax increase
proposals in the county. Their activ¬
ity included establishing individual
Web sites explaining their opposi¬
tion to each proposal, listing their
arguments in the voter's handbook
mailed to each affected voter and

They succeeded in defeating four

ions, articles, and advertisements

he

published in this newspaper do not
necessarily represent official party
positions unless so indicated.

"We know of at least 100,000

[voter] registrations that were
away," said Ohio LP Executive Director Robert Butler in a Nov.
19 announcement. "We know that Republican precincts were given
more voting machines than Democrat precincts. We know that some
precincts received more votes than they had registered voters. We
know that intimidation happened. [And] we know that our candidate's
name was scratched off the ballot in at least one precinct
"We are doing all we can to expose the problem of voter fraud,"
Butler continued. "We are doing this not because we think our Lib¬
ertarian candidate will win, but out of our firm principles of fair and

thrown

honest elections."

2600

that enhance student achievement,"

es

as

0

the argument

in favor of Measure

tax on

was

voted down

a

$98 annual

properties in the Cupertino

overcrowding and repair older

K-12 schools," the anti-Measure 0

are necessary? When is enough
enough?"

down

required two-thirds approval
Four other school-funding
measures were narrowly approved
with fewer than 500 votes taking

to pass.

—

them

over

the two-thirds mark.
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pointed out.
Proposition 55

argument stated. "How many differ¬
ent creatively labeled property tax¬

Libertarian Party News (ISSN
8755-139X) is the official monthly
newspaper of the Libertarian
Party's 0f the United States. Opin¬

The

counted, the two candidates said.

was no

the Libertarians

would have levied

were

and there

supporting new taxes by
saying they were necessary to meet
high-sounding goals such as main¬
taining "high quality education ...
by attracting and retaining the best
teachers and staff, keeping class
sizes small... and funding programs

running ads in the San Jose Mercury

goal is not to overturn George W. Bush's victory in the state
won by a 136,000-vote margin — but to ensure that all votes

—

requirement that any of the mon¬
ey be used for "enhancing student
achievement or maintaining educa¬
tional programs."
And according to the California
budget, state spending per student

for school funds tried to shame the

member of the Califor¬

News.

recount.

effectiveness

spend

how to measure its

voters into

a

ment.

doing a recount, Ohio law requires payment of $10 per
precinct ($113,600 statewide); the Badnarik campaign and the Green
Party said Nov. 15 that they had raised the money and were ready to
pay for the recount.
According to the secretary of state's office, it will actually cost
the state's election boards approximately $1.5 million to perform the

to how the district would

questioned about the party's stance
against tax increase proposals in the

Hinkle,

by a
very narrow margin, losing by only
144 votes. If approved, the measure

Before

as

the money or

nia LFs executive committee, was

before the Nov. 2 elections.

presidential candidates for the Libertarian and Green parties
announced they would file for a recount of the presidential
ballots cast in Ohio, citing "widespread reports of irregularities in the
Ohio voting process."
"We must protect the rights of the people of Ohio, as well as
all Americans, and stand up for the right to vote and the right for
people's votes to be counted," the two candidates said in a joint state¬
—

However, the argument against
pointed out, no plan existed

the tax

taxpayers $51 million. Voters had
just voted down a tax almost ex¬
actly like it in 2002.
Proponents of the property taxes

The LP

Badnarik, Cobb get Ohio ballot recount

defeated
Union School District.

Day, saving local taxpayers millions

question California

Libertarian Mark Hinkle asked when

he

tax increase measures on Election
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Outreach, growth are primary concerns in 2005 LP budget
taking

grown,

without the

look at what they've
membership

a

done to increase their
and media."
For

example, Seehusen said, take
rights group
People for the Ethical Treat¬

Through the end of October,

look at the animal

a

PETA

raised

"While you may not agree

with
politics, you have to admit
that they've grown by being creative
in their attempts to get media," he
said. "If we want to grow, and we
certainly do, we have to be willing

benefit from

news out of the [LNC's
November] meeting was that we
agreed to let the branding project go
forward," Nelson said. "Our strategic
plan envisions that the national LP
will undertake the cost of defining
and developing the LP brand.
"Among the key components of
the LP brand should be positions
relating to those issues which are
uniquely libertarian, as well as iden¬
tifying the image of the LP and of

Libertarians that the LP would like

LP NEWS EDITOR

ting it in

a

It's time to get busy reaching out
to the

public, building the Lib¬
ertarian Party's membership and
voting base.
That's the message the Liber¬

tarian National Committee sent to
members of the LFs headquarters
staff with their mid-November ap¬

proval of

2005 budget that allows
$300,000 for outreach
a huge
a

—

increase from the $40,000
for outreach in 2004.

budgeted

As a whole, the coming year's
budget increased by only 4.3 per¬

cent, from '04's $1.78 million bud¬

geted revenue (excluding special
projects) to $1.86 million. It calls
for $1.85 million in expenses.
With a low expected revenue in¬
crease,

where is the extra money for

outreach
"We

going to

come

outreach because

membership has

stabilized and increased
many

of

lowered
surer

a

little, and

transition

husen said.
"A portion of that money will
certainly be spent on direct mail
prospecting, but a significant
amount of money will also be spent
in other ways," he said. "I want to
look at this money as a growth tool,
and I'm willing to take small risks
on innovative
approaches to gaining
media and members. We're going to
try many different things, starting
a

"If

a

Mark Nelson said. "The cost of

now

The

out in

in '05, however, comes because the
LFs new database — Raiser's Edge

is

looking ahead."
funding for outreach will go
out in three primary directions, See¬

in

place; the database
a major expense in

small way.

particular attempt is unsuc¬
cessful, we've only lost a little. If it
is successful, we'll continue moving
along that same path. We'll almost
certainly try some things that won't
work, and we'll have to cut
es

our

loss¬

and go a

I want to

different direction. But
try some things we haven't

done."
The
will be

party's Web site — LP.org —
a major tool in the outreach

"It's my understanding that over
the past 12 months, we have spent
a little over

effort,

as

$10^,000

on Raiser's
Edge, and we won't have that ex¬
pense in 2005," Nelson said.
Increased outreach

2005,

as an

an

opportunity

will to-be-created "issue-

specific" sites, Seehusen said.
"We've had some issue-specific
Web sites in the past, addressing
taxes and privacy, among other is¬
sues. That has proven effective, and
we

election off-year, will

provide the LP with

was

public to have — including lo¬
other symbols that the public
associates with the party."
The branding project — like bal¬
lot access, campus outreach, the
presidential campaign and other
projects — is to be a self-funded
effort, separate from the regular
gos or

launched "about six

and it needs to

updated," Seehusen said. "This
budget includes funds to take a look
at how the technology can be up¬

budget and requiring income before
money can be spent.
Fundraising efforts for special
projects were successful in '04, Nel¬

dated,

son

years ago,

be

as

needed. It's time to take

a

fresh look at the site."

another

As

outreach

tool, he

"For

2004,

said, "I want to benchmark other

lion

organizations that have effectively

"We're within

we

$31.60 to attract each

new

mem¬

Nelson said in his

budget pro¬
posal that LP staff was able in 2004
to generate new members at a cost
"substantially below" this amount,
so the estimated membership growth
is both reasonable and feasible.
If the expected growth in mem¬
bership does not occur — resulting
in lower-than-expected revenues for
the year — the amount budgeted
for outreach will likely be affected
because "the majority of the rest of
the budget is fixed," Nelson said.

year.

had $1.78 mil¬

budgeted for revenue," he said.
5

defined LP "brand."

ber.

said, and he expects similarly

positive results in the coming

percent of that,

to

Buttrick elected to another term
He has also served

With the overwhelming support
of voters in

Maricopa County,
Ariz., Libertarian Superior Court
Judge John Buttrick earned a new fouryear term on

Nov. 2

—

as

man

appointed to the trial
by former Gov. Jane Mull,
and had to run this year for retention
as a judge in the county, which includes
was

bench in 2001

Buttrick is the

only registered Libertarian general
jurisdiction judge who has ever faced a retention elec¬

want to build

on

that."

well-known

cause

I

am a

was

Buttrick's affiliation

The LNC also dedicated $15,000

was

"reconfigure the 'back end' of the

zona

be retained. That recommendation became the
stone of his campaign.
"I did not

endorsed

Republic,

me

than balanced out

because of it."

well known: He

ran

for gover¬

legislature in

Libertarian. In the latter

by the state's largest
over

on

run an

the voter

corner¬

active campaign at all, relying in¬
pamphlet distributed to all regis¬

who had appeared before Buttrick during his first term
in office. Those surveys strongly endorsed the judge.

was

as a

re¬

appointed to the bench in 2001,

were more

of Arizona in 1994 and for the state

1998, both times

time for him to be

by

Libertarian

those who voted in favor of
Even when he

came

tered voters," Buttrick said.
That pamphlet contained the judicial review com¬
mittee's recommendation as the results of hundreds
of surveys of attorneys, litigants, witnesses and jurors

my

Libertarian affiliation would play out in this election,"
he said. "Apparently those who Voted against me be¬

nor

When it

tained, the state's non-partisan Judicial Performance
Review Committee unanimously recommended that he

stead

exactly how

chair¬

challenges went all the way to the state
Supreme Court but were all defeated.

Judge John Buttrick

counted, But¬

trick had received 404,903 votes in favor
of his retention and 144,236 opposed — a
percentage
among the highest recorded for all Maricopa County
trial court judges up for retention.

"I admit I didn't know

was

Party's national

because of his Libertarian beliefs. These

Phoenix and Scottsdale.
were

of the Libertarian

Shortly after he was appointed to the
Superior Court, his ability to carry out
his job responsibilities was called into
question, with lawyers in several cases
asking that he be removed from their
cases and arguing that he was "biased"

retained for another term.

After all ballots

the Libertarian

Platform Committee.

almost 74 per¬

cent of the votes cast said he should be

Buttrick

on

National Committee and twice

tion.

'04.

was

or seven

a

are

stabilized," LNC Trea¬

getting members to renew has been
decreased, along with some of our
other expenses."
The biggest decrease in spending

—

certainly go¬
ing to be on growth — growth of
our membership and growth of our
media," LP Executive Director Joe
Seehusen said. "I am excited, and I
applaud the LNC for its foresight in
its commitment to building a strong
future for the Libertarian Party. Put¬
ting that kind of support behind the
outreach program shows that they

have either

our expenses
or

from?

about that increase in

came

The site

"I think the focus is

the

tional," Nelson said.

future elections.

had

Membership
Party membership
currently is at just over 22,000. The
budget assumes that membership at
the end of 2005 will be just under
26,000, with an average of 24,000
members throughout the year.
Some current members (approxi¬
mately 5,500) are expected to lapse
and not renew their membership,
but the budget projects that ap¬
proximately 9,500 new (or previ¬
ously lapsed) members will be added
during the coming year.
With $300,000 budgeted for out¬
reach and a necessary 9,500 new or
returning members to reach 26,000
members by the end of the year, the
party has budgeted approximately

Branding

By J. Daniel Cloud

we

$1.8 million in

Libertarian

"The other

LP.org site, to make it more func¬

over

outreach

to take some risks."

building the party, put¬
better position to affect

total of

fort" in '05, Nelson said, noting that
efforts are expected to

their

to focus on

a

2004, exceeding expectations."
The branding effort should "in¬
form and feed into the outreach ef¬

—

ment of Animals.

■ LNC at-large member Michael Colley, a retired U.S. Navy admiral, makes a point during discussion of
the Libertarian Party's 2005 budget, as fellow committee member James Lark, a professor at the Univer¬
sity of Virginia, listens. The budget, approved Nov. 13 during the LNC's quarterly meeting near Washing¬
ton, D.C., calls for a massive increase in outreach activity. (Photo by LP News Editor J. Daniel Cloud)

special project income.

If you include the project income,
we're at about 22 percent ahead.

both

a

a

he

The Ari¬
Republican.

newspaper,

Democrat and

race

Buttrick

intent to

expressed pleasure with his retention and

serve

out his full term. "After that I will have

to re-evaluate my

options. Meanwhile, I look forward to
trying cases and resolving disputes through the judicial
system."
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EDITOR'S NOTE:
1972. Each

LP News has been

issue, we'll showcase

a

published continuously since
few top stories from 10, 20 and 30 years ago.

■ November-December 1974
Headline: Campaigns Spark National Coverage

Despite loss, rich gains earned
from Indiana governor's race
By Sheri Conover Sharlow

of

LPIN COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR

trust the

Libertarianism

Skeptical

"Libertarians around the

country

take heart that their move¬
ment, organized and launched a few short years ago, has recently re¬
ceived an encouraging dose of nationwide publicity from two
major
news sources.

can

...

Headline: Conspirators Plot Spread

of

Human Liberty

explicitly subversive
...

of international bankers,
politicians,
students and a few scientists thoroughly intent upon
coven

...

revolution."

"Among them

astonishing number of the

that liber¬
the
list
included Milton and David Friedman, F.A. Hayek, Murray Rothbard and
was an

names

tarians have learned to associate, more or less consistently, with
movement for political liberty," Havender wrote, noting that the
a

host of others.
"The

inspiring thing is how influential many of these personas actu¬
ally are. Friedrich Hayek, for instance, far from being a forgotten and
frustrated old fogy, shares this year's Nobel Prize in economics with
Gunnar Myrdal."

■ November

total.
He received 32,026 votes, com¬

Gov. Joe Kernan.

only one part of
story," said Brad Klopfenstein,

executive director of the LP of Indi¬
"Kenn's

huge victories
that will bring long-term benefits to
the Libertarian Party."
The Gividen campaign:
■ Routinely ruined the
day of the
ana.

in U.S. history to receive a vote
from the Electoral College), narrowly lost her race to unseat a two-term
incumbent for a position on the Lane County Commission. Nathan re¬
ceived 12,922 votes, for 48.8 percent, trailing her opponent ...
woman

by only

638 votes."

after

75

peacefully arrested

child in North Little Rock.
"Jacob had been

on

registration

Dec. 6 at the home of his wife and

•

fugitive for over two years and had issued a num¬
ber of public statements announcing the reasons for his
principled re¬
fusal to register. T refuse to register. The draft is absolute state control
over the individual, it is
slavery, and I will not assist the government in
its attempt to take away my freedom,' Jacob announced.
"Despite government claims to the contrary, over 600,000 young men
have failed to register, it is estimated, although only the handful who
publicly protest are ever threatened with arrests and prosecution."
a

...

their

as

candidate

for

The major parties left
Gividen out of the first gubernatorial
governor.

debate.

was

excluded, then showed up at

two

events

one

candidate to

the

day at opposite ends of the

economic

focusing

blamed

instead

a

Gividen,

were

caught under

...

...

the

Chair:

news

the November elections

by

author

preacher, courted
evangelical
thought Daniels
liberal. Gividen appeared

too

on

Christian radio talk shows and
numerous
we

churches.

empower

take

the government

Steve Dasbach

reports I've been reading, it would appear that

were a resounding victory for libertarianism.
politicians, left and right, are interpreting the results as a
resounding call by the voters for less government.
"Voters cast a resounding vote of disapproval for the Democrats.
However, they are justifiably skeptical that the Republicans will do any
better. According to post-election polls, more than 60 percent expect
politics as usual from the GOP. What will happen if the Republicans fail
to deliver less government, or worse, try to implement the agenda of
the intolerant right?"

we

government

take

to

will empower
away

our

Bibles."
Gividen

approached a coalition
opposed a proposed 1-69 route
that would destroy homes, farms
and small businesses while diverting
that

traffic

from

some

of

Indiana's

poorest counties. Also, it would
cost at least $1 billion more than an
alternate route that would

upgrade

existing highways.
Early in the campaign, Gividen
participated in a forum where he
noted that, of the three gubernatorial
candidates, he was the only one who
had never smoked marijuana. "And
I'm the Libertarian," he jested. The
crowd roared with laughter.
Later, Gividen told the crowd that
the 1-69
"You

project proved two things:

can't trust the

with your tax

their

government

dollars, and

you

can't

candidate

They planned a news conference
for the following day and wrote
radio ads on the spot. By midnight,

If WE

EMPOWER

the government to
take away

then

beer

cans,

government to take
away our

Bibles.

—Kenn Gividen
the

were

buzzing with

of Gividen's exclusion.

news

The next
talk-show

morning

an

Indianapolis

host, usually skeptical

of third

parties, railed for three
against the Democrats and
Republicans.
Voters, he said, were getting
hours

cheated.
The station's
the

news

team

Republican candidate's

perspectives.
was

faltering

economy.
"Indiana is uniquely

to be the

nation," Gividen said.
Also, Gividen suggested allowing
private industry to build express
truck toll lanes along the 1-65
corridor.
"Private

industry will cover the
construction, maintenance

cost of

and

patrolling. They will keep the

tolls to
a

recover

their costs and

our economy."
Republican agreed.
■ Gained traction by using creative
campaign techniques.
The campaign staff brainstormed
weekly at team meetings, devising

called

manager

credible

of

means

produced a 150 mile-long car
rally, which attracted about 50
participants.
The team also employed media
tours

drive

to

home

message. They divided
Indiana into five sections, and then

pinpointed on a map each of the
state's 80-plus daily newspapers.
Gividen invested many of his days
touring these areas and meeting
one-on-one

with reporters.

■ Drew $50,000 in PAC money.

for

Governor

the

Democrat's

manager.

recorded

blaming the
Republicans. Throughout the day's
news programs, the station
played
recordings of the two campaign
managers blaming one another.
was

At 10:30 a.m. the governor himself

Gividen's

appeal and

the

They then

connecting

with the media. One such session

of the

He

earn

profit. And Hoosiers will benefit

of

called

positioned

distribution hub of the

achievements

Gividen.

such

spoke of the state's need to boost its

at home and recorded an interview
in which he blamed the Democrats

ousting

One

when the Libertarian

The

the

empower

Gividen's
occasion

from the boost to

will

we

■ Kenn Gividen

was

of the second debate, they
responded by getting him television
coverage within minutes. Within
the hour they contacted most
major
media, party activists and their
environmentalist friends by phone.

away

audiences, "then

removing

out

Baptist

disenfranchised
Christians who

for

evening Gividen's campaign

political forums

Christian

[people's] beer
cans," Gividen told his evangelical

ally upbeat. Along with a record-setting ballot access outcome, seven
[LP] candidates were elected to office and three were re-elected.
"In addition, more than 2.3 million people across the nation voted
for Libertarian candidates.
Re-elected to office were three prominent
Libertarian officeholders: Don Gorman, New Hampshire House of Rep¬
resentatives; Bonnie Flickinger, Moreno Valley City Council, Calif.; and
Sandi Webb, Simi Valley City Council, Calif.
"New Libertarian Party officeholders include Jim McClarin, New
Hampshire House of Representatives
."
the

a

other

heard

and

environmentalists.

to

GOP steamroller, but the results left Libertarians gener¬

Headline: From

Christians

openly court the left."
an outcry when it

each

The
team

Gividen's

on

conservative

was

many

him.

development issues

happened again when Gividen
and
supporters
demonstrated
outside a rally for Kernan in heavily
Democrat LaPorte County.
■
Simultaneously reached out

and

that

was announced that Gividen would
be excluded from the second debate
that the Democrats and Republicans

that Kernan intended to address,

to

is

■ Caused such

that Kernan attended

state. The media did not ask about

"If

Headline: 10 elected to office, records set
"From New Hampshire to Arizona, Libertarians

Pundits and

Libertarian
delegates
selected

convention

visited

■ December 1994

on

of

percent

Gividen

April, shortly

It

"Paul Jacob, former Arkansas LP chair and vocal draft

"Based

race won

Democrat governor.
It started in late

in

irony

be too conservative," Klopfenstein
said. "He became our first statewide

exclusion from the debate.

Headline: Paul Jacob Arrested

the wheels of

"The

Libertarians worried that Kenn would

pared to 831,415 (56 percent) votes
for Republican Mitch Daniels and
647,511 (43 percent) for incumbent

the

at first, many of
became strong Gividen

supporters.

the 1.3 percent vote

ernor was

Klopfenstein promptly circulated
release asking why Gividen

1984-February 1985

date in 1972 (and was the first

was

for Indiana gov¬

race

this group

a news

Headline: Tonie Nathan Narrowly Loses Race
"Eugene, OR — Tonie Nathan, who ran as LP vice presidential candi¬

resister,

Gividen's

"Vote totals tell

In this article, William R. Havender examined the attendance at a re¬
cent conference in Brussels, Belgium, where "in one room was
gathered

intellectuals,

The only loss during Kenn

...

"On the whole, the articles were favorable, and increased
public
awareness of libertarianism. But there were
inaccurate comparisons,
somewhat superficial treatment, and a tendency to emphasize the
zany
behavior of a few libertarians while downplaying serious
activity."

an

government to protect the

environment."

One

crowning
Gividen

for

campaign was the state's
first-ever major PAC investment in
a
Libertarian campaign. Without
the campaign's approval, the PAC
reportedly invested about $50,000 in
direct mail targeting the Democrat
governor's strongest counties while
touting Gividen as the candidate of

called Gividen

on

the

conference, attended

"With Libertarians, it's foolish to

opposition
campaign
managers, Gividen was back in the

gauge success on vote totals alone,"
Klopfenstein said. "It's the number

by

noon news

his cell

phone. By

both

debates.
"That

choice.

of
the

biggest victory of
the campaign," Klopfenstein said.
■ Offered intriguing solutions to
Indiana's problems, causing the
Republican candidate to admit five
times that Gividen had great ideas.
During the debate, his Republican
challenger
frequently
lauded
was

new

volunteers and

organizations
whether

you

that
had

new

county

determine
a

successful

campaign."
Gividen

echoed

Klopfenstein's

sentiments. "If the lack of vision and
hard-work would be the downfall
of Indiana's Libertarians," he said,
"then we ain't gonna fail!"
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You Can Develop a Midas Touch
for Liberty — Transforming Person
after Person into Libertarians
Want to open

closed minds to liberty?

Want to melt

people’s indifference and apathy toward freedom?
Do you sincerely desire to convince others to become libertarians?
Secrets of Libertarian Persuasion shows you how.
You’ll Learn
•

Why “A Better Mousetrap" is not enough, (p.23)

•

What libertarians

•

When

•

How to

•

can

learn from Mark Twain

s

tmi

gently dissolve many common objections in
60 seconds, (p.63)

“Push the Button” and become libertarians.

Oliver

(P-81)
•

^

Treasure Map
freedom,

•

•

for finding people who urgently want

heart*
jfc mind*

One deadly mistake almost every libertarian makes
and how to avoid it. (p.96)

—

U>

.SI
Wm.

When to “Save Your Breath.”

liberty

•

Danger: “Counterfeit Libertarianism.” (p.210)

•

“The

Dr. Michael

Edelstein, Author, Three Minute Therapy

help

become

superstar persuader for the cause of Liberty.
persuasion — not just Libertarian — I’ve ever
read. Own it and watch your communication abilities, and most likely your
income, grow and grow.” — Bob Burg, Author of the bestseller, Winning
you

on

a

overall

Libertarian Persuasion. Buy and read this book. It can

Saying

knew what I know about Secrets o( Libertarian Persuasion, nothing on
earth would stop you from ordering your copy today. If you want to make the
world libertarian, this book was written for you.” — Carla Howell, President,
Center for Small Government

“May be, simply, the single best book ever written about effective political
persuasion. If you want to make America a free nation, you owe it to yourself

Act Now
Buy

down the

change the way
talk about politics. You’ll start seeing results
almost immediately." — Sharon Harris,
^

President, Advocates for Self-

THE ADVOCATES
FOR SELF-GOVERNMENT!

^

Government

(plus $4.50 S&H for one book; $3.00
book S&H for two or more books).

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: $

Read this book and start

PAYMENT:

changing people’s minds.

□

Check/money order. Please make payable to:

“Advocates for Self-Government.”

Ways to Get

I’ll pay

by credit card (info below): □ Visa

□ Discover

O Mastercard

□ American Express

TELEPHONE: Call toll-free

1-800-932-1776 Monday-

“Secrets of Libertarian Persuasion will

EXCLUSIVELY BY

per

Your Book

Jim Babka, President, Downsize DC.

OFFERED

Cloud’s Secrets of Libertarian Persuasion. Enclosed

of Secrets of
Libertarian Persuasion today.

•

you

\

copy(s) of Michael

me

is SI 5 per book

your copy

3

Send

can

Gary Nolan, Libertarian Talk Radio Host

'Michael Cloud’s Secrets of Libertarian Persuasion will start you
Yellow Brick Road to changing people’s hearts and minds.”

■■■■■■■■■ ™
YES!

Winter, former Editor, LP News

“Brilliant. Secrets of Libertarian Persuasion is the libertarian book that

change your life.”

Craig Franklin, Life
Member, Libertarian Party

—

“If you

★

unique

“I’ve used Michael Cloud’s persuasion secrets to generate tens of millions of

“Secrets of Libertarian Persuasion took my breath away. It’s new, original, and
brilliant." — Justin Kempf, Development Director, Indiana LP

—

one

how to think and talk about liberty.

dollars worth of business for my company. How? For 26 years, I’ve personally
learned from Michael as he discovered, developed, and refined the Secrets of

-

—

on

WITHOUT Intimidation

Unsettling Question Libertarians Almost Never Ask.” (p.236)

difference.”

can

This is the best book

Toughest Prospects: Family and Friends.” (p.185)

Here’s What Others Are

a

several people

I look up to as master explainers
philosophy, and Michael Cloud is tied for
first. You’ll learn plenty from Secrets. I have.” — Marshall
Fritz, Founder, Alliance for Separation of School & State
are

“Libertarian persuasion at its most eloquent and powerful.

How to handle “The

make

“There

Michael’s Weight Watcher’s Test’ for evaluating politicians
more than the meager price of the book.”

Secrets

•

Bill

Sharon Presley, Ph.D., Co-founder, Laissez Faire Books

of the freedom

—

Biggest Libertarian Communication Turnoff, (p.171)

—

—

in itself is worth

(p.165)

The

to read it.”

serious libertarian needs to read this invaluable book.”

insight after another

buy it, but do

•

And much more!

Persuasion, tells them all the right ways. It’s based on
good science, and good psychology. Every

common sense,

‘'Secrets of Libertarian Persuasion is filled with

know enough to sell it?” (p.126)

you
•

(o

peofflc *>

(p.83)

“You know enough about libertarianism to

"

Secrets
Libertarian
Persuasgn

Cat. (p.34)

impatience undermines libertarian progress, (p.52)

Get people to

“Too many libertarians do all the wrong things to promote
freedom. Michael Cloud’s book, Secrets of Libertarian

kins

Friday 9am to 5pm EST.
ONLINE: Order instantly
and securely at our Web page:

NAME

ADDRESS

•

www.TheAdvocates.org/

CITY

STATE

PHONE

ZIP

| ! DAY | ] EVENING

secrets.html
•

MAIL: Fill in the coupon,

CREDIT CARD ACCT #

Self-Government, The Liberty
Building, 213 South Erwin St. Cartersville, GA 30120-3513

enclose your check, money

order,

or

EXPIRES

MAIL TO: Advocates for

credit card infor¬

OR ORDER BY PHONE! CALL:

mation, and mail it in today.

.V

1-800-932-1776

y
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employs more than 100 researchers
recently unveiled 17 new stem

TALKING POINTS

ficials said

and

cell lines.

was

No, this is really a fight about

Stem cell research, ballparks
and school-sponsored Tasering
■ Division
us

war,

are

those best described

Free Minds and Free Markets

as a

restrictions, welfare and

another American.

1

The sorry

record of t he
Transportation Security

,

nations from his PAC: 4.

—David Nakamura

The

Harper's Magazine

November 10, 2004

Lori Montgomery

and

Dealing ballparks
D.C. Council Chairman Linda W.

bill to
public
money yesterday, announcing that
she has a plan that could provide up
to $350 million in private funding.
Cropp said that over the next
a

baseball stadium with

weeks, she will finalize details

plan to provide private financ¬
ing for the stadium, estimated to
a

$530 million.

...

"My plan will eliminate govern¬
financing and eliminate the
risk," Cropp said.
"Everyone would have to admit
ment

that if

we were

able to deliver

a

sta¬

dium at the South

Capitol site while
saving the citizens and our busi¬
nesses

$300 million to $350 million,

it is

extremely valuable for us to
take this two-week period to see if
it can be accomplished."
Like most professional sports
leagues, Major League Baseball fa¬
vors public financing of stadiums
because it reduces risk to the

■

Regulatory
burden
of

Students

regulation

have

known for decades that the burden
of regulation on the U.S. economy is
sizable, with the latest figures sug¬

gesting this cost

may

approach $1

trillion in 2004.

Surprisingly, given that the
industry is often viewed as
among the most heavily regulated
health

sectors of the U.S.

vious estimates
nored the cost
care

economy, pre¬

generally have ig¬
of regulating health

services.

Health

services

regulation im¬
poses an annual cost of $256 billion
per year (with a range of $28 billion
to $657 billion), suggesting that
health services regulations could
increase estimates of overall regula¬
tory costs by more than 25 percent.
The high cost of health services
regulation is responsible for more
than

seven

million Americans lack¬

ing health insurance, or one in six of
daily uninsured. More¬

the average
over,

4,000

more

Americans die

one

for

November 2, 2004

■ Stem cell research
Ron

Reagan addressed the Demo¬

cratic National Convention, calling
on the federal government to sup¬

port fetal stem cell research. His
plea was heartfelt and eloquent, but

ultimately missed the point.
First, this is not

ev¬

a

debate about

(18,000).

research centers
The

across

the country.

largest, at Harvard University,

Hospital, where he was
psychiatric evalua¬

tion.

"By using the Taser, we were able
stop the situation, stop him from
hurting himself," police spokesman
Juan

tribe, ethnic Pashtuns in southern

Herald. "Sure he could have been

and eastern

tackled and

years

a

to

his

Del Castillo told The Miami

arm

could

have cut him in

Retired

Juvenile

"It just

ghanistan is holding its first direct

one

twice-post¬

Frank

else around there

were

adults,"

said Orlando, who now runs a law
clinic on youth law at Nova South¬

watershed

democracy. His¬
torically, Afghani politics has been
about ethnic identity and adherence
to Islam. Tribal loyalties and reli¬
gious conservatism trump all other
no

Judge

sounds excessive to me to
6-year-old when every¬

Taser gun a

values. This election will be

critical

a

Orlando called the incident "ridicu¬
lous."

can-led ouster of the Taliban, Af¬

as a

maybe injured, maybe
or maybe that glass

broken

area."

negative ad.
after the Ameri¬

eastern

subdue
been

a

University. "They couldn't
a
6-year-old? Must have
pretty big kid."

—WFTV.com

Miami, Florida

dif¬

ferent.
The

■

credibility of the election

outcome

cording to a new report from Human
Rights Watch, the election will be
held in an atmosphere of widespread
fear

and

massive

voter

day night, but they got
into his

intimida¬

on

Mississippi

October 9, 2004

■ Tasers, not
A

paddles

6-year-old boy was subdued
with a Taser while wielding a piece
of glass and threatening to hurt
himself in the principal's office, of¬

a

took

coming from the storage
carrying a case of beer, when
two guys came in with a gun," store
owner Ernesto Trejo said.
Trejo emptied out his cash reg¬
was

room

ister. But he said the robbers then
asked for

even

more

took about $150 and

could further suppress turnout. ...
One cannot simply drop a demo¬

—Patrick Basham

own

owner

them.
"I

genuinely democratic political
figures are too scared to participate.
Frequent violent attacks on election
workers kept voter registration low
in several regions. The realistic fear
that polling day will be very violent

Sun Herald, Biloxi,

surprise
justice
hands, pulling a gun

when the store

tion. There is tremendous pressure
to vote for certain candidates. The

into a country like Af¬
ghanistan and expect it to take root.
One politician, Ahmen Wali Massoud, says, "The country isn't ready
for the pull and push of elections.
In our history, changes of regime...
brought coups and revolutions." It
will be decades before Afghanistan
develops anything that remotely re¬
sembles a truly democratic system.

Attempted justice

Two crooks with guns stormed
into a west side grocery store Mon¬

is in serious doubt. Ac¬

whether stem cell research should

legal. It is, and no one in Con-r
the Bush administration has
proposed banning it. In fact, there
are at least nine private stem cell

by Miami-Dade

politics would be hor¬
by some of what's going on in
Afghanistan's current presidential
campaign. Here's the latest radio
ad from the elders of the Terezay

cratic system

Reason.com

po¬

committed for

few

—Charles Oliver

Major League Baseball officials,
who have agreed to relocate the
Montreal Expos to Washington in the
spring if the mayor's stadium plan is

Policy Analysis

honor

also found the TSA
gives senior executives bonuses
averaging $16,000 — higher than
any other government agency. The
TSA also gives bonuses to a far
higher percentage of its executives
than other agencies.

gress or

October 4, 2004

achievement

employee of the two-year-old

than from lack of health insurance

Cato

not

may

agency.
The report

the value of the franchise.

—Christopher J. Conover

us!'

Transportation

lifetime

be

owners

organization and increases

go

Security
do a
very good job of screening airline
passengers for hidden weapons, but
it seems to be very good at finding
ways to pat itself on the back. An
internal report found the TSA spent
almost $500,000 on "unnecessarily
expensive" awards, including a

ery year from costs associated with
health services regulation (22,000)

and the

'Way to

Administration

Washington Post

October 2004

■

The

treated

was

Memorial

moment for Islamic

■ TSA:

him from falling,

Fire-Rescue and taken to Jackson

decry negative ads

poned vote is viewed

—Harper's Index

as

him to.prevent
lice said.

national election. This

approved, have given the city until
Dec. 31 to complete a deal.

officer shocked him

one

Taser, then another grabbed

rified

Three

a

boy

When he cut his

in American

Now, that is

pharmaceutical-lobbyist job: 50.
Number of the five Republicans
investigating Rep. Tom DeLay on
ethics charges who have taken do¬

much

Daily

houses."

House committee post¬
on antidepres¬

sants while its chair considered

as

a

didates, the tribe will burn their

J

poned July hearings

cost

leg,

with

Afghanistan: "All the
Terezay tribespeople should vote
for Hamid Karzai. If anyone from
Terezay tribe votes for other can¬

■ Conflicts of interest

of

own

—Michael Tanner

Those who

“Dominate.
Intimidate.
Control.’

success.

work.

■ Was Karl Rove there?

Administration

two

The officers talked to the
without

He

Syndicate

Cropp blocked approval of

hand.

July 29, 2004

—Walter Williams

a

When two Miami-Dade County
police officers and a school officer
arrived, the boy had already cut
himself under his eye and on his

Investor's Business

—

build

back.

By its very nature, government
politicizes everything it touches.
Science is no exception. Stem cell

...

government.

a

involved.

host of

a

thing the president and
Congress can do to heal our country
is to reduce the impact of govern¬
ment on our lives. Doing so will not
only produce a less divided country
and greater economic efficiency but
bear greater faith and allegiance to
the vision of America held by our
founders
a country of limited

Days

Kelsey Pharr Elementary School.
Principal Maria Mason called 911
after the child broke a picture frame
in her office and waved the piece
of glass, holding a security guard
at

politics. It is better is
get the government out and let
the private sector continue its good

The best

Creator's

about whether the federal
government should fund the re¬
search. And, as such, it is a perfect
example of how science becomes po¬
liticized when government money is

to

other government policies that ben¬
efit one American at the expense of

Oct. 20

on

money,

money nor

%

game, where one group's
gain is of necessity another's loss.
Examples are: racial preferences,
Social Security, tax policy, trade
zero-sum

volts of electric current

research needs neither government

Defending Derivatives
Eating Dangerously
Snatching Political Bodies

Many of the issues that divide
[in the U.S.], aside from the Iraq

Thursday.
boy, who was not identified,
shocked by police with 50,000

The

rettes, but
•

Trejo

was

They
ciga¬
determined to
money.

a

box of

stop them.
"As

as they left, I pulled
gun," Trejo said.
"The door was still open, and I
shot," he said. Police believe Trejo
hit at least one of the robbers. Trejo
told police he did not get a good
soon

out my

look at their faces.
Even though he was robbed at
gunpoint, Ernesto says he has mixed
feelings about pulling the trigger.
"I hope I never have to do it
again, but you have to defend your¬
self," Trejo said.
"It's not right for them to come
and get the money. They can

work."
—W0AI.com
San Antonio, Texas

November 10, 2004
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popular “New Vision for America” brochures are back in stock and ready for
immediate delivery, just in time for the 2004 election cycle.
a 20% DISCOUNT and FREE SHIPPING if you buy them by the box. Normally, these
for 25 cents each, but you can get them for under 19 CENTS each if you purchase them by the box in
quantities of 650 or more. That's just $120 per box — plus we’ll pay the shipping!

celebrate, we’re offering

brochures sell

“A New Vision for America"
takes

a

is

24-page, full-color outreach brochure

a

...

a

prospecting tool that presents

our

vision for

positive, upbeat manner. And it’s loaded with gorgeous photographs of Libertarians in action. “A New Vision for America"
warm, human approach — telling true stories that illustrate Libertarian principles. Instead of focusing on how bad the Republicans

America in

a

and Democrats are, we

gently ask readers to imagine

a

better America

—

an

America of prosperity, tolerance, and freedom.

pocket-sized (8.5" by 4") booklet fits easily in a pocket or purse, and is perfect for handing out at state fairs,
politically homeless booths and other outreach events. Order your "New Vision for America” brochures today!
Smaller orders are priced at $25 per 100. (LP pays shipping.)

This

2-C0L0R ★ LIBERTARIAN PARTY BROCHURES ★ 4-C0L0R

LP Literature & Books
Why Government Doesn't Work by Harry
Browne. The 1996 Presidential campaign manifesto:
Explains why government doesn't work, and why
it will never work as well as voluntary solutions.
Outlines a Libertarian plan for victory. Hardbound,
245 pages. Cost: $11.95

2-COLOR

S

:h r*\

by David Bergland.
Expanded 8th edition. The classic introductory work.
Outlines Libertarian positions on all major political
issues and contrasts them to liberals and

conserva¬

Cost: $10

■

Hi

■ Libertarianism In One Lesson

tives. A must-read. Softbound, 158 pages.
each; or 5 for $35.

wamrfv

\ Eq niiD-'ii

V

t& R

Making Your
Neighborhood
Safe Again
■ Ending the

■ Is This the

Welfare State

■ Working to
Your Taxes

New Political

Happened To
Your Family Budget?
■ Equal Rights for

Ri!

2-color brochures:

■ Don't Blame Me

Heritage by David Ber¬
gland. 16-page booklet. Concise overview of Liber¬
tarian philosophy and solutions in an easy-to-read
question-and-answer format. Cost:$1 each

I Voted Libertarian

Liberty Logo on PC Disk: 3.5" DOScompatible computer disk. Cost: $3 each

(Blue

Libertarian/800-ELECT-US

(Blue &

white.)

$10 for 100

Cost:

$1 each; $7.50 for 10; $50 for 100

■

blue

1-800-ELECT-US

■ Million Dollar Bills: Green Ink. A faux $ 1,000,000

Bumper Stickers

bill that

$1 each; $7.50 for 10; $50 for 100. Size: 11"

highlights excessive federal spending — and
points out that the federal government spends more
than $1 million every five seconds. Perfect for Tax
Day, taxpayer groups, and almost any other out¬
reach project! Cost: Sample: 50<t or $5 for 100

■ Vote Libertarian
x

■ Libertarian

■ ENOUGH IS

ENOUGH/VOTE LIBERTARIAN
(Red, white, & blue).

■ I'm Pro-Choice

on

Pro-Choice

1-800-ELECT-US

I Banners

COST

booths, etc. Cost: $40 each

Party:

on

Everything

Everything! (Red, white, & blue.)

I Ready-to-use Literature

_

8°0-BLBCT-

1-800-ELECT-US

3"

Large Banner. (18"

x 5'). White lettering on bold
background. The first line says: "Libertarian
Party." The second line says: "800-ELECT-US." Perfect
for local Libertarian Party meetings, state or county
conventions. Operation Politically Homeless (OPH)

I Voted Libertarian

$1 for 100

Newsprint Ads: "Libertarian Party — Defenders of
Liberty." Camera-ready print ads. One each of six dif¬
ferent ads: General, lifestyle, drugs, guns, draft, and
taxes. Plus additional multi-sized "Lower Taxes/More

Banners

■ Don't Blame Me,

"politically homeless" booths.

■

Freedom" LP advertisements. Cost: $3 for set

Buttons

Quiz cards. Perfect for
Cost:

...

■ LP Statue of

white; 800-ELECT-US phone number below.)

■ Vote

Cost: $3.00 each

Liberty Logo master. Camera-ready
sheet, ready for scanning. Cost:$1 each

Sample: 50<t ★ Or $7 for 100 / 4-color brochures: Sample: 504 ★ Or $10 for 100

&

state, local, or federal!

■ LP Statue of

Drug Policy

■ World's Smallest Political

■ America's Libertarian

—

a

More Sensible

Updated for 2003: 2-page LP
history (with political highlights, accomplishments,
and victories from 1971 -2003) and a comprehensive
two-page bibliography (featuring more than 150
books about liberty!). Sold as a set. Cost:Sample:
or

Cut

■ It's Time for

■ LP "Fact Sheets":

504

Effective

Party You've Been
Looking For?

America's Gun Owners

Party is 100% Pro-Gun Rights?
Full-page flyer. 2-color (red & blue). Hard-hitting
defense of the Second Amendment, designed
especially for the gun community. Explains why
the LP will never betray gun owners — unlike the
Republican Party, which constantly sells them out.
Cost: Sample: 504 or $7 for 100

ITotal Due
"LIBERTARIAN PARTY"

BOOKLET

(4-c): "A New Vision for America"

Brochure

(4-c): "Is This/New Political Party...?"

Brochure

(4-c): "More Sensible Drug Policy"

Brochure

(4-c): "Working to Cut Your Taxes!"

Brochure: "What

Second line says:

"Ending the Welfare State"

Brochure:

"Making Neighborhood Safe Again"

Brochure:

"Equal Rights/America's Gun Owners"

America's Libertarian
Fact Sheets: LP

Heritage booklet

Merchandise Total

.

ITools for Campaigning
Libertarian Political Action Booklet
Statue of

Happened/ Family Budget?"

Brochure:

(18"h x 5’w)
"1 -800-ELECT-US"

.

Liberty logo master

LP Statue of

.

Newsprint ads: "Libertarian Party
of Liberty" set of seven.

-

Post Office Box: $5 extra

(202)
Ext. 221

[ ] Cash, check, or money order enclosed. (No corporate checks!)
Bill my: [ ] Visa [ ] MasterCard [ jAMEX [ ] Discover

Why Government Doesn't Work
Acct. #

Libertarianism In One Lesson

Expires

By David Bergland

Name

Don't Blame Me, I Voted Libertarian

Street

Everything!
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH/VOTE LIBERTARIAN
Vote Libertarian/l-800-ELECT-US

a

333-0008

"Million Dollar Bill" Literature

on

Send to

Phone:

By Harry Browne

I'm Pro-Choice

RUSH shipping: Call office to arrange

Defenders

IBooks for Sale

history/bibliography (package)

Don't Blame Me. J Voted Libertarian

$5 for same-day handling

TOTAL PAYMENT DUE

World's Smallest Political Quiz

I Bumper Stickers

RUSH handling: Add

Liberty logo on 3-1/2" PC disk

Flyer "Political Party/100% Pro-Gun Rights?"

FEDERAL LAW

Campaigning

Techniques for
Campaigning: 32 pages. Comprehensive
explanation of winning campaign techniques for
Libertarian candidates. Includes everything from cre¬
ating a campaign timeline, deciding on issues, raising
money, working with volunteers, dealing with the
media, and organizing a Get Out The Vote (GOTV)
effort. A must read for every Libertarian candidate

4-COLOR

■ What

tHH *»<*$

\

■ Which Political

Q’NTY

Tools for

■ Libertarian Political Action:

■

Signature

J)J By

Membership ID# [On label)

I Buttons

VOTE

LIBERTARIAN/800-ELECT-US

Libertarian Party:

Pro-Choice on Everything

Mail:

Libertarian
2600

City

State

JL

Party'
Virginia

Avenue, NW, Suite 100

I
I
I
I
I

Washington, DC 20037 I

REQUIRES US TO USE OUR BEST EFFORTS TO COLLECT AND REPORT THE NAME, MAILING ADDRESS, OCCUPATION AND NAME OF EMPLOYER OF INDIVIDUALS WHOSE CONTRIBUTIONS EXCEED $200 IN AN ELECTION CYCLE.
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had filed

AFFILIATE NEWS

a

lawsuit to prevent state

rule"

interfering with its "home
right to enforce stronger gun

ordinances,
Court

and

Denver

At issue

Hummers, ABATE, Starchild
and elections
■ ALASKA

the three tax

LP's state house
candidate runs alone

sales tax increase,

Karpinski wasn't
the only candidate on the ballot
for Alaska's House District 26 (West
Anchorage), but you wouldn't have
known it to look at the state's of¬
ficial election

pamphlet.

State candidates who want to be

listed in the pamphlet must submit
their information

by July 22, and
neither of Karpinski's opponents for

the office bothered to do
"I

am

the

so.

.

only candidate in

a
field of three to have his advert in

the state voter
said. "It's the

guide," Karpinski

tax

an

(a half-cent

increase in the

paid by the city's largest utility

users,

and

an

increase in the busi¬

license) would have netted up
annually for the city.

ness

to

measures

$12 million

The
tax

approval of the business license
increase is expected to yield

about $1 million per year.
Dierolf, an elected trustee of
Hartnell College who is currently

president of the college board, has
consistently opposed taxes in the
city. Instead of "holding services
hostage," city officials should find
ways "to preserve services using
creative partnerships and competi¬
tive contracting," he said.

candidate who is

Salinas officials said the lack of

enough not to be there."
The voters' guide is sent to ap¬
proximately 300,000 homes in Alas¬
ka
to every household that has at
least one registered voter.
"It's hard to say whether I got
any boost from being the only per¬
son running, at least on paper,"

funding will probably result in the
closure of the city's three libraries

rare

dumb

—

Karpinski said, but he did

a

little

better than in his last run for public
office
drawing about 2.4 percent
—

of the vote, with 160 votes out of

and recreation centers.
Tax opponents

pointed out that
city officials weren't willing to guar¬
antee that the increase in tax funds

would go toward keeping the librar¬
ies and recreational facilities open.
As one alternative to raising
taxes

or

closing the libraries, Dierolf

had called for the sale and privati¬
zation of the city's golf courses.

6,803 total votes cast.
■ CALIFORNIA
■ CALIFORNIA

Two Salinas tax-hike
measures defeated
Two of three
creases

feated

Kate O'Brien

was

re-elected

on

proposed tax in¬

Nov. 2 to the Rancho Simi Recre¬

in Salinas, Calif., were de¬
Election Day, with Liber¬

ation and Park District board of di¬

on

tarian Mark Dierolf credited in the
local media as one of the strongest

opponents of the taxes.

I

O'Brien re-elected
with record vote total

City officials had estimated that
l
I

Online
Resources
for LP
Members

O'Brien first

won

her seat in 2000

margin of only three votes.

a

This year, she received more votes
for this position than any person
has in the history of the district
—

particularly noteworthy in that

there

five-way

was

not

a

record voter turnout

33

per¬

a

Her nearest opponent

race.

One

(26.1 percent).
opponents, Marcie

of her

and awarded O'Brien almost three
times Kraft's 9,185 votes.
—

■ CALIFORNIA

Starchild — the man,
the drinking game
San

Francisco

Libertarian

Starchild drew almost 23,000 votes
in his quest for a board of educa¬
tion seat, coming
of 12 candidates

four vote-getters
the board.

in 11th place out
—

with the top

winning seats

on

Each of the top

four

won more

13

percent of the vote total;
Starchild took just over 3 percent of
in

came

11th out of

twelve candidates, I did beat the
sole Republican in the race [Joel

Springer III,
votes], which
San

who
says

took

12,500

something about

Francisco," Starchild said

—

noting that the narrow vote spread
between the top and bottom candi¬
dates was encouraging.
community meeting held
by locals who wanted to discuss the
36 ballot propositions, Starchild's
name came up so often that the
meeting evolved into a "What would
Starchild do?" question-and-answer
session, according to one of the
meeting's organizers.
one

And where else would
ian candidate's
so

name

a

Libertar¬

be mentioned

often that it would be made into

drinking

game, with all meeting
required to imbibe when
Starchild came up in coversation
as reportedly happened at this
a

attendees

■ Find contact info for

Libertarian
Party or your State Chair

your state
Visit:

on:

Click

on:

Click

on:

State Parties

the National Committee
Visit:

www.LP.org
Click on: Organization
on:

on:

LNC

Directory

■ Renew your
Visit:
See:

Click

membership

www.LP.org
Special Features (left side)
on:

Say what
>IL. BofrWZM, RochejJ

Renew

you

like about San

Francisco, the people there appar¬
ently know how to have fun with

politics.

Rare Cold and

Silver Coins

National

Committee
Click

event?

[Your state]

■ Find contact info for

Click

—

www.LP.org
Organization

Click

Best Services
and Prices

(800) 624-1870
www.usrarecoininvestments.com

■ COLORADO

'Home rule' cities
can limit gun rights
A

judge in Colorado ruled Nov. 5

that Denver officials

can

a

decision that Colorado LP

Legis¬

lative Director Richard Randall said
could
other

state law

passed

Doyle,
understanding that to¬
day you plan on holding a mock
election in your classroom to coin¬
cide with today's presidential elec¬
It is

our

tion.
It is also

Judge Meyer's ruling "is an out¬
right attack on our fundamental
rights guaranteed by both the Colo¬
dall said. "Just

rado and U.S. Constitutions," Ran¬
as the USA Patriot

ian Michael Badnarik is also

Act

virtually abrogates our Bill of
Rights at the national level, uncon¬
stitutional laws passed by home rule

ballot

cities threaten

the

knew that here in Illinois Libertar¬
as a

on the
choice for the office of

president. He is

a

legitimate choice

the ballot this year as notarized

on

basic inalienable

by the State of Illinois Board of

rights at the local level."
In 1972, Randall pointed out, the
Colorado Supreme Court ruled that
home rule authority "does not em¬
power home rule cities to deny sub¬
stantive rights conferred upon all
of the citizens of the state by the
general assembly."
"Putting aside the obvious fallacy
of inalienable rights being conferred
by the legislature," Randall said,
noting that privileges (not rights)
are conferred, "the
point here is
that a home rule city cannot deny
fundamental rights guaranteed by

Elections, and I believe should be

racy is all about. If you are trying to
teach students about the electoral

the state constitution."

process,

our

included

on

your

ballot.

In

addition, have you informed
your students that there are more
than two presidential candidates
the ballot in almost every other
While I know

on

state in the union?

...

probably do not have the time
to inform your students of all the
different philosophies and ide¬
ologies expressed by these parties,
third party and independent candi¬
you

dates

are

at the core of what democ¬

they should be mentioned
students.
Today, I am on the ballot running
for state representative as a Liber¬
tarian. I have only one opponent, a

■ FLORIDA

Brevard

County

candidate wins

race
Longtime Libertarian activist Jim

Culberson

was

elected in

a

three-way

to the commission that

race

over¬

change the way the city treats
rights as well. Denver officials

Republican.

I hope this would not
in your class you would only
mention the Republican because I
mean

not in

am

of the power

parties.
legitimate candidate, and I
running to win. So is Michael
one

the Sebastian Inlet Tax District,
which includes parts of Brevard and

I

Indian River counties. He

Badnarik.

nents' 35,633 and 30,605 votes.
In running for the seat — a non¬

I am sending my son to school
today with the instruction to exer¬
cise his right to vote for whomever

partisan race
approximately

Culberson spent
$5,700, compared

he wishes and not be limited to your
two candidates George W. Bush and

chest of $80,000 directed

John Kerry. I hope you will instruct
the rest of your class to do the same.

sees

garnered
36,129 votes,-compared to his oppo¬

to a

war

—

against him by a local lobbyist, ac¬
cording to Bruce Wechsler, chair¬
man of the Brevard County Libertar¬
ian Party.
"The tax district has lost
ber

a num¬

am

am

a

Nobody should be forced to vote for
a candidate
they do not believe in.
Sincerely,
Austin L. Hough and Jessica Hough

of lawsuits

recently, costing
the taxpayers millions of dollars,"
Wechsler said, noting that Culber¬
son's election should prove benefi¬

■ INDIANA

cial to both the commission and the

Libertarian elected
to school board

area's taxpayers.
"Had the district

activist in New

Melanie

managed its af¬

Hughes, a Libertarian
Albany, Ind., has
to the Community Mon-

fairs better, the lawsuits could have

been named

been avoided

tessori School Board, a state charter
school administered by Ball State

er

or

cost to the

settled at

a

far low¬

taxpayers of Brevard

and Indian River counties."

University.

Every

She

year, more than $5 million
is collected from the taxpayers in

the other members of the school

this tax district, to pay for mainte¬
nance of the Sebastian Inlet, which

board, "even with full knowledge
that I was a Libertarian," Hughes

is "of

said.

nomic

ecological and eco¬
importance" to the region,

enormous

was

elected

on

Nov. 10

by

■ ILLINOIS

Hughes ran as a Libertarian for
of New Albany in 2003, re¬
ceiving rave reviews from the local
newspaper and garnering "immense
respect for the local county affiliate

Teaching the teacher

in the area," said Mark Rutherford,
chairman of the LP of Indiana.

Culberson said in

a

letter to

a

local

newspaper.

enforce lo¬

cal gun ordinances that are stricter
than either state or federal gun laws
—

Day, when the class
elections.]

to hold mock

our understanding that
only candidates our son will
have to choose from will be Repub¬
lican George W. Bush and Democrat
John Kerry. I was wondering if you

the total.
"While I

Election

on

was

to your

than 90,000 votes and about 12
or

a

LP officials.

Kraft, made O'Brien's LP affiliation a
campaign issue and particularly at¬
tacked her record of voting against
tax increases and accepting funds
from the state government. Voters
appear to have disagreed with Kraft

this year.

Beginner’s Introduction

almost

(26,932 votes) in

er

Dear Ms.

was

sought to overturn a
hodgepodge of ordinances that had
been adopted by municipalities —
thereby bringing uniformity to gun
regulations, according to Colorado

took 21,432 votes

In

rectors.

by

O'Brien earned
cent of the vote

of the Illinois LP, sent this
letter to his son's fourth grade teach¬

District

in 2003 that

and lost

won

—

chairman

Judge Joseph E. Meyer ruled

in their favor.

Libertarian Len

tional Committee and current vice

law from

about third

parties

[Editor's note: Austin Hough, a for¬
mer member of the Libertarian Na¬

mayor

The school

was a

until it became

one

private school
of the state's

first charter schools in 2002,

Hughes

Libertarian

said, pointing out that two of her
Libertarian friends
Gaudet

—

—

Jana and Al

initial train

riders] a brand-new,
fully loaded H2 for slightly less than

the cost of the rail construction,"

teachers there.

are
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Ravet said.

"When

■ SOUTH CAROLINA

ABATE given
SCLP Liberty
On Nov. 13,

the

H2

beats

Hummer

rail plan both fiscally and en¬
vironmentally, then it's time to take
a hard look at your commuter rail
plan."
your

first

Award

the South Carolina

LP honored

pro-motorcycle-helmetorganization ABATE by
presenting members of the group
with the first annual SCLP Liberty
choice

■ WASHINGTON

Award.

Close governor's race
forces vote recount

The

award

created

was

in

March

by the state LP's executive
committee to be given to "the
South Carolina organization that
best demonstrated an unwavering
commitment to individual liberty
and freedom each year," said Ed
Haas,

media coordinator for the

In

a gubernatorial race to replace
outgoing Gov. Gary Locke, a Demo¬
crat, voters in Washington cast only
261 more votes for Republican Dino

Rossi than for Democrat Christine

Gregoire

while Libertarian

—

can¬

didate Ruth Bennett earned almost

60,000 votes

selected ABATE —
Against Totalitarian
Enactments
for their outstanding
work lobbying against the primary

(2.2 percent).
Washington, a heavily Democrat
state, has not elected a Republican
governor since 1980. Democrat John
Kerry won the state this year, and
Democrats control the state legisla¬

enforcement seatbelt bill and for

ture.

the

By state law, a recount is man¬
dated whenever the difference be¬

SCLP.

"This year, we

A Brotherhood
—

right to get

legal tattoo in
not a tough

a

South Carolina. This

was

decision for the LP to make."
the state

capitol whenever it was
suspected that certain lawmakers
were poised to push for the passage
of the primary enforcement seatbelt
law," Haas said. "When leather-clad
devote

bikers

so

much time and

protecting the freedoms that
too many people take for granted,
they deserve recognition and an
energy

right, Emily Salvette, Charles Andrasco, Ruth Andrasco and James Lark talk during the
Capital Area Donors Fall Celebration at the District Chophouse in Washington, D.C. The
event provided an opportunity for local donors to interact with members of the Libertarian National
Committee while they were in town for the quarterly committee meeting.
(Photo by Margaret Taylor, LP development associate)
to

Nov. 13

tween

Members of ABATE "lobbied at

M Left

the top two

contenders is

less than 2,000 votes. A statewide
recount has never reversed the out¬
of

gubernatorial election
Given the heavy Democrat lean¬
ing of the state, how did it happen
that a Republican has almost cer¬
tainly won the governor's race?
Some media outlets
including
come

a

—

the Associated Press

have

point¬

probably
the Republican.

swung

—

ed out that Bennett

the

race

As

to

"out" lesbian who

an

A less

likely drew strong support from
those on the liberal side, according

statewide office

to news accounts of the election.

Bennett's stated

ap¬

pealed to Democrats by making gay
marriage rights the focal point of
her campaign, Bennett more than

was

positive result of the elec¬

tion: None of the LP's candidates for
won

5

percent or

of the total vote, which means
that the state party will lose its ma¬

goal in the

more

race
to "influence the outcome" by

jor-party status, an effect of recent
changes in state election laws.

demonstrably swinging the vote,
and she apparently pulled it off.

award."

SCLP

State

emphasized

Chair

the

Chris

SCLP's

Libertarian

Panos

support

for ABATE of South Carolina and

Tne

encouraged that group's members
get involved with the LP.

to

Forget the train. Buy

tral Texas

Regional Transportation

Committee.

Representatives of Capital Metro
which serves state capital Aus¬
tin and the rest of Travis County
have been touting the environ¬
—

I'll receive 12

Just One
Signature

Travis

Steve Ravet, chair of the LP's Cen¬

paying member of the Libertarian Party!
I'd like to be

H2s instead.

County, Texas, is consider¬
ing a commuter rail plan that is ex¬
pected to serve approximately 1,000
daily riders initially — primarily
people who now ride buses.
When the trains begin running,
many of the current bus routes
would be eliminated, explained

ESI Sign me up today as a proud, dues-

Power o:

■ TEXAS

Do you think our government
has gotten too
Do you

and

think

big and too powerful?

a maze

politicians

are

of bureaucrats

chipping

of

granted? Do

think the Bill

you

Rights is being silently repealed

—

—

one

mental benefits of the commuter
rail

-

County Libertarians have
a problem with their statements:
They're flat wrong," Ravet said.
"The Colorado Railcar that Capi¬
tal Metro is considering for use in
the commuter rail plan may be clean
compared to other trains, but is still
extremely dirty," he said. "Even
with a full passenger load, it emits
more pollution per passenger mile
than

a

Chevrolet H2 Hummer."

Besides the environmental im¬

pact, the proposed train wouldn't be

bargain monetarily, either.
"With a retail price of around
$55,000 apiece, Capital Metro could
buy each [of the estimated 1,000
a

If so, you can

plan.
"Travis

precious freedom at

a
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fnra review

The

Badnarik book
for Reason

reason

■ Choice: The Best

Published in

es.

of Reason, edited by Nick Gillespie. 414 pag¬
September 2004, by BenBella Books. Hardcover,

$24.95. Available at vyww.Reason.com.
Reviewed

given

stitution

—

a

book about the Con¬

a

It's Good to be

King: The
of Freedom — which
while traveling around

the country.
And after he

In a time when musicians who have churned out only two or three
are

off to write

he then sold

by J. Daniel Cloud

radio-friendly hits

for

Foundations

LP NEWS EDITOR

albums of

While Michael Badnarik was
campaigning for the Liber¬
tarian Party's nomination
president, he took some time

chance to issue "best

the LFs nomi¬

won

nation and

campaigned around the
nation, his book was published by

of" CDs, such self-laudatory repackaging can seem excessive. Do
the artists actually warrant a retrospective? Not always. But people

The Writer's Collective and became

will

hours of its recent

purchase the

albums,

so

new

package

even

if they already

the reissue makes economic

sense even

the original
if it's artistically
own

a

bestseller

pick-up by the

on-line retailer.

spurious.
Such

Amazon.com within

on

high

as

tion

new

the top five in the non-fic¬
releases," he said shortly

before the election.

"It's hit the top 10

in the

new

release category several times over
the past few days, which is really

exciting."
Although the campaign did not
promote the book and Badnarik did
not use it as campaign material,
"We are extremely pleased about
the

success of this book," Gordon
said, noting that he thought the
book's popularity was expected to

boost the

campaign's visibility.
reviewers
speak
highly of Good to be King's impact.

with some artists, however.
Think of Johnny Cash's "Love, God, Murder" retrospective from 2000:
He hand-picked 48 songs from his lengthy career, and the box set

in its

U.S.

self

a

made both economic and artistic

format, it has "undergone a major
rewrite," that included amplifica¬
tion and

for

president, who notes in the

a

the music,

including

new

fans to

bom late or who were otherwise
not around when the music was originally released.
So it is with Choice: The Best of Reason, a new book from the
good folks at America's best libertarian-minded magazine. (Actually,
the Chicago Tribune ranked Reason at 13th
in its 2004 list of the best 50 magazines,
libertarian or not.)
Reason editor-in-chief Nick Gillespie
looked back over the magazine's 36-year
history, selecting 27 stories from the last
many

who

It also introduced

sense.

decade

were

or so

—

stories that retain both their

expansion on some of the
original themes, said Stephen Gor¬
don, communications director for

publication.
You might expect Choice to include
excerpts from throughout the magazine's
history, every article in the book originally
appeared in 1992 or later, with 14 of the 26
items dating from 2000 forward. There's a
good reason many of the issues sound familiar and current.
But even the oldest stories in the book, including a 1994
interview with humorist Dave Barry, are fascinating. Barry weighs
in on the other-worldly experience of visiting Washington, D.C.; his
proposed tax plan in which every American would pay just $8.95;
immigration; foreign intervention; people who think the logical end
of libertarianism would have Americans'taking heroin and having sex
with dogs; and the importance of bicycle helmets.
For those who have never read Reason, or who have (like yours
truly) dipped into the magazine only on occasion, this collection will
be revelatory. Most of the articles in the book aren't about politics
at least not explicitly.
■ There's an examination of "the strange politics of millionaire
rock stars" including Rage Against the Machine, Patti Smith, Sting
and Chumbawamba, a far-flung group of stars whose often radical
leftist views are belied by their avid (and voluntary) participation in
capitalist society.
■ John Stossel
of ABC's "20/20" — was interviewed in 1997 about
how his political views changed over time and what it's like to be a
libertarian working in network television.
■ One of my favorite items in the book was a non-article
"Observations From a Reluctant Anti-Warrior," by comic book
artist Peter Bagge — in which the author/artist graphically depicts
his opposition to the war in Iraq, along with the frustration and
confusion that come with anti-war-driven alliances between widely
disparate viewpoints.
—

—

—

■ Several articles attack essential sacred cows,

such

as

the 1997 story

about .Gulf War

Syndrome — the mysterious string of ailments that
supposedly attacked thousands of U.S. military personnel who were
in the Persian Gulf region in the early 90s. What most media reported
as fact, this article debunked as an outgrowth of junk science,
misreported evidence and the power of negative thinking.
Articles like this one are why America needs Reason; even more,
they illustrate how many Americans have lost their ability to reason.
Other issues tackled in Choice include the Drug War,
biotechnology, education reform and urban planning, and the
emphasis continues to be that which has driven the magazine since
1968. Initially a mimeographed publication put out by a college
student who promised to look at life logically and to strive for
coherence, Reason's authors still take

a

serious second look at their

topics, looking past the easy explanations to find the truth.
And finally, the magazine has released a "best of" collection.
Unlike many such compendia, this one is well worth reading.

campaign.

It has also been
can

find it

on

renamed; you

Amazon

as

King: The Foundation of

Good to be
our

Consti¬

One of its earliest readers

Good to be
Amazon

on

King

on

introduced

Oct. 19, and within

15 hours it reached the site's 200

best sellers, Gordon said.
"Since then, I've seen it as high
33rd in the overall list, and as

as

former Libertarian candidate

should understand the Constitution

resisting tyranny in America."
Why did Badnarik write Good to
be King? As he wrote in the book's
acknowledgements, "I would like
to thank our Founding Fathers for
establishing a place where liberty

and how it

could flourish, and for document¬

excellent job of demystifying our
founding document, demonstrating
that ordinary Americans can and
an

"If
was

was

Rep. Ron Paul (R-Texas), him¬

book's foreword that Badnarik "does

tutional Freedom.

intellectual worth and their entertainment
value well after their initial

pre-publication, spiral-bound

the Badnarik

Amazon

on

Amazon.com

Since Badnarik released the book

distinction is not necessary

setting fast

applies to their lives.
wish to remain free,

we

we

constantly question and chal¬
lenge conventional views about the
proper role of government in our
society. [This book] will serve as
must

needed ammunition for libertarians
and constitutionalists committed to

ing their revolutionary ideas in a
that speaks to me across two

way

centuries.
"I

simply dusting off their
presenting them in a
manner that I hope will resonate
with patriots of the 21st Century."
am

words and

Tax killers:

California LP takes on
non-functioning hospital boards
Continued from

in fourth

Page 1

local healthcare district boards.
Wilson

has been

Wilson wrote in

million tax increase in 2000, and

article for

running for Congress in 2002.
In 2000 and again this year, Wil¬
son

ran

for the Mt. Diablo Health

County has three

such boards, each of which "has five
directors making $100 per meeting

including
working for Harry Browne's presi¬
dential campaign in 1996, fighting
(and defeating) a countywide $650

plus

expenses

and administration,"
a

nia LP. "For the three districts, this

roughly $400,000 per
plus $494,000 for their law¬

amounts to

year,

percent of the vote in

a six-way
in which the top
three vote-getters won seats on the

yers."

board. While Wilson didn't get on
the board, one of his two Libertar¬

edly said in recent years that "the
are spending tax money on
philanthropy, which is not what we
were chartered to do," Hickey said,
noting that most of the tax-funded
contributions are given to private,
nonprofit charities.
As Hickey said, the Sequoia dis¬
trict board has promised to give
$25 million to the Sequoia Hospital
which it no longer controls — to

ian

"running mates"

ske

—

was

—

Frank Man-

elected.

Manske received 15.6 percent

of
coming in third place and
bumping one of the three incum¬
the vote,

bents off the board.
to

Grand

this year,

Of the five members, three had
for re-election to the four-

run

year post this year,
ertarians ran against

and three Lib¬
them: Manske,

Wilson and Ted Rowe

—

who

came

Book of fictional stories of what
life will be like in a world where
freedom
more

and

responsibility are
important than anything

else. Send $10 to: New Ways
Enterprises, 1624 Aquarena Dr.,
#E-137, San Marcos, TX 78666.

juries in both Contra Costa

and San Mateo counties have repeat¬
boards

—

fund

a

why we're trying to get
on these boards, to get
the districts dissolved," Hickey
said. "It's not an easy job, trying

state-mandated "seismic ret¬

rofit" of the

hospital.
The hospital is now privately
owned by an HM0, which "has com¬
mitted to doing the retrofit with or
without money from the district,"
Hickey said.
The obvious question: If the peo¬
ple who own the hospital are ready
and able to pay for the $25 million
project, why should tax money be
used for the project?

majority

to eliminate a tax

district, but it is

possible."
Even if each tax district isn't dis¬

November 2003

California Freedom, the
monthly newspaper of the Califor¬

Care District board. He drew 13.1

race

"That's

a

Contra Costa

Libertarian

a

activist for many years,

place with 14.5 percent of

the vote.

solved

entirely, they could effec¬
he added.
do is stop
collecting taxes; there's no problem
doing that. And we could easily stop
giving out the 'charitable' money."
After those two steps occur, the
districts will be effectively — if not
officially — dead.
As noted by Lawrence Samuels,
vice chair of the Monterey County
Libertarian Party, these district
boards are "government agencies
looking for something to do."
In Contra Costa County alone,
eliminating the three former hos¬
pital districts would get rid of 15
tively

cease functioning,
"The first thing we would

bureaucrats, shut down three gov¬
ernment agencies and cut waste

by

more

than $4 million over a few
in his California

years, Wilson said
Freedom article.

The local newspaper,
tra Costa

Times, has

run

the Con¬
editorials

calling for the districts to be shut
down; the grand juries in various
counties are singing the same song;
and Libertarians are slowly being
elected to seats that will eventually
enable them to end the waste of tax
dollars.

Libertarian

John Gonzalez

Missouri
Terry Chadwick (Dist. 1) 3,914

(1.4%)
Darla

U.S. House
Candidate, (District), Vote Total, (Percent of Total)

Maloney (Dist. 2) 4,812
(1.4%)
Kevin Babcock (Dist. 3) 4,352
(1.6%)
Bill Lower (Dist. 4) 2,826 (1%)
Rick Bailie (Dist. 5) 5,792 (2%)
Erik Buck (Dist. 6) 4,346 (1.4%)
Kevin Craig (Dist. 7) 2,765 (0.9%)
Stan Cuff (Dist. 8) 1,804 (0.7%)
Tamara Millay (Dist. 9) 3,222
(1.1%)

Delaware
William Morris

(At-Large) 2,011

(0.6%)

Alvin Anders

(At-Large) 5,647 (2%)

John Crockett

Powell Gammill

(Dist. 21) 50,975

(Dist. 2) 5,436

(Dist. 3) 35,997

(20.1%)
Gary Fallon (Dist. 4) 3,670 (4.3%)
Michael Kielsky (Dist. 5) 5,004
(2.3%)
Craig Stritar (Dist. 6) 43,180
(20.9%)
Dave Kaplan (Dist. 7) 6,251 (4.4%)
Robert Anderson (Dist. 8) 8,900
(3.5%)
California
Douglas Tuma (Dist. 3) 7,171
(3.3%)
Jim Eyer (Dist. 9) 6,097 (3.2%)
Harland Harrison

(Dist. 12) 4,115

(2.1%)
Mark Stroberg (Dist. 13) 7,211
(4.3%)
Brian Holtz (Dist. 14) 7,246 (3.7%)
Markus Welch (Dist. 16) 3,722
(2.8%)
Joel Smolen (Dist. 17) 1,857
(1.1%)
Michael Favorite (Dist. 23) 4,633
(2.7%)
Randall Weissbuch (Dist. 26) 7,731
(3.6%)
Kelley Ross (Dist. 28) 8,041 (5.5%)
Ted Brown (Dist. 29) 3,916 (2.1%)
Leland Faegre (Dist. 32)19,033
(15.1%)
Bob Weber (Dist. 33) 18,569
(11.3%)
Charles Tate (Dist. 35) 2,950
(2.2%)
Mike Binkley (Dist. 36) 4,446 (2%)
Herb Peters (Dist. 37) 6,486 (4.7%)
Peymon Mottahedeh (Dist. 41)
29,394 (16.9%)
Keith Gann (Dist. 46) 3,847 (1.8%)
Bruce Cohen (Dist. 48) 6,133 (3%)
Lars Grossmith (Dist. 49) 4,442
(2.6%)
Brandon Osborne (Dist. 50) 2,627
(1.2%)
Michael Metti (Dist. 51) 4,498
(3.3%)
Michael Benoit (Dist. 52) 6,752
(3.3%)
Adam Van Susteren (Dist. 53) 2,737
(1.6%)
Colorado

(Dist. 2) 7,031 (2.3%)
Rob Roberts (Dist. 5) 6,470 (2.4%)
Jack Woehr (Dist. 6) 3,709 (1.1%)

Nebraska
Jack Graziano

(Dist. 2) 4,610

(1.9%)
Nevada

Hawaii

(2.4%)

Norm Olsen

Frank Gonzalez

(27.6%)

(5.2%)

Mark Yannone

(Dist. 11) 31,368

(14.1%)
(Dist. 1) 12,237

(At-large) 12,530

(2.8%)

Florida
Robert Johnson

Arizona

Montana
Mike Fellows

Alaska

Elyssa Young (Dist. 1) 6,231 (3.1%)
Illinois
Stephanie Sailor (Dist. 2) 26,783
(11.5%)
Jake Witmer (Dist. 4) 4,767 (3.9%)
Walter Steele (Dist. 12) 4,785
(1.7%)

Jim

Duensing (Dist. 1) 5,818 (2.9%)
(Dist. 2) 4,929
(1.7%)
Joseph Silvestri (Dist. 3) 9,173
(3.1%)
Brendan Trainor

New

Hampshire

Richard Kahn

(Dist. 2) 11,258

(3.5%)

Indiana

Douglas Barnes (Dist. 2) 3,401
(1.3%)
Kevin Fleming (Dist. 4) 6,104
(2.2%)
Rick Hodgin (Dist. 5) 6,999 (2.2%)
Wick Roots (Dist. 6) 5,012 (1.8%)
Barry Campbell (Dist. 7) 4,373 (2%)
Mark Garvin (Dist. 8) 5,713 (2.1%)
Al Cox (Dist. 9) 4,698 (1.6%)
Iowa
Mark Nelson
Kevin Litten

(Dist. 1) 2,687 (0.9%)
(Dist. 2) 5,322 (1.8%)

Kansas

(Dist. 1) 23,995 (9.3%)
(Dist. 2) 7,391

Dennis Hawver

(2.6%)
(Dist. 3) 3,064 (0.9%)
(Dist. 4) 7,025 (2.8%)

David Loomis

(Dist. 2) 1,638

(0.7%)
Frank Orland

(Dist. 3) 835 (0.3%)
Edgar (Dist. 4) 1,865

Richard

(0.7%)
Victor

Kaplan (Dist. 5) 1,736
(0.6%)
Virginia Flynn (Dist. 6) 2,698
(1.2%)
Thomas Abrams (Dist. 7) 1,972
(0.7%)
David Daly (Dist. 9) 1,424 (0.7%)
Austin Lett (Dist. 11) 1,299 (0.5%)
Ken Chazotte (Dist. 12) 1,423 (0.5%)

Thomas Martin

(Dist. 5) 25,467

(11.8%)
David Jahn

(Dist. 7) 2,667 (0.8%)
(Dist. 8) 3,740

Michigan
(Dist. 1) 2,291

(0.7%)

(Dist. 2) 2,888 (0.9%)
(Dist. 3) 3,694

Warren Adams

(1.1%)
(Dist. 4) 2,758 (0.9%)
Clint Foster (Dist. 5)2,347 (0.8%)
Erwin Haas (Dist. 6) 2,267 (0.8%)
Ken Proctor (Dist. 7) 3,083 (1%)
Will White (Dist. 8) 3,590 (1.1%)
Robert Schubring (Dist. 9) 6,825
(2%)
Phoebe Basso (Dist. 10) 3,966
(1.2%)
Charles Basso (Dist. 11) 6,489 (2%)
Dick Gach (Dist. 12) 5,036 (1.7%)
Eric Gordon (Dist. 13) 3,199 (1.5%)
Michael Donahue (Dist. 14) 2,272
(0.9%)
Greg Stempfle (Dist. 15) 3,400 (1.1%)

(1.1%)
Chuck Moulton

(Dist. 13) 3,811

Jim Dexter

Georgia
Allen

Buckley 68,192 (2.1%)

Hawaii
Jeff Malian 5,265

(1.3%)

Illinois

Jerry Kohn 68,317 (1.3%)
Indiana
Albert

Barger 27,891 (1.2%)

Iowa

Christy Ann Welty 17,445 (1.2%)
Kansas
Steven Rosile 21,312

(1.9%)

Louisiana
Richard Fontanesi 15,091

(0.8%)

Missouri
Kevin Tull 19,581

(0.7%)

Nevada
Thomas Hurst 9,461

(1.2%)

New York
Donald

Silberger 17,678 (0.3%)

North Carolina
Tom

Bailey 46,906 (1.4%)

Oregon
Dan

Fitzgerald 27,484 (1.6%)

Pennsylvania
Betsy Summers 77,686 (1.4%)

(0.7%)

(Dist. 3) 3,399 (1.5%)

Washington
Washington

J. Mills 32,332

(1.2%)

(Dist. 1) 5,507
Wisconsin

Bruce Guthrie

(Dist. 2) 7,414

Arif Khan 8,372

(2.5%)
Spencer Garrett (Dist. 8) 5,852
(1.8%)

(0.3%)

Wisconsin
Don Bernau

(Dist. 1) 2,947 (0.8%)
(Dist. 5) 6,547 (1.6%)

Tim Peterson

Wyoming
Lewis Stock

State Governors^
Candidate, Vote Total, (Percent of Total)

Delaware

(At-large) 6,553 (2.8%)

(1.3%)
Richard Piotrowski

(0.6%)

Rebekah Sutherland 10,467

Arthur Farnsworth

John Loosemore
Steve Van Til

Lindsay (Dist. 2) 4,594 (1.4%)
(Dist. 4) 2,948 (0.8%)
Jerry Defoe (Dist. 5) 5,823 (1.8%)
Jacob Boone

Connecticut
Leonard Rasch 8,878

South Carolina
Utah

(1.7%)

Oregon
Jim

Pennsylvania

Kentucky
George Dick (Dist. 3) 6,363 (1.9%)
Mark Gailey (Dist. 6)1,758 (0.6%)

Al Chia

Jersey

Michael Matthews

(Dist. 5) 6,101
(2.6%)
Stephen Schrader (Dist. 6) 3,246
(1.3%)
Drew Parks (Dist. 7) 3,325 (1.2%)
Paul Hansen (Dist. 8) 3,686 (1.4%)
Stacey Bourland (Dist. 9) 1,952
(1.2%)
Robert Fritsche (Dist. 10) 35,463
(16.3%)
Jeffrey Blunt (Dist. 11) 3,339
(1.4%)
M. J. Smith (Dist. 13) 15,894
(7.8%)
William Cady (Dist. 15) 2,349
(1.4%)
Brad Clardy (Dist. 16) 2,216 (1.4%)
Clyde Garland (Dist. 17) 3,383
(1.4%)
Brent Sullivan (Dist. 18) 7,144
(4.7%)
Richard Peterson (Dist. 19) 3,529
(1.5%)
Jessie Bouley (Dist. 20) 2,371 (1.4%)
Jason Pratt (Dist. 21) 10,198 (3%)
Tom Morrison (Dist. 22) 4,872
(1.8%)
Nazirite Perez (Dist. 23) 3,272
(1.3%)
James Lawrence (Dist. 24) 4,327
(1.8%)
James Werner (Dist. 25) 2,652
(1.7%)
James Gholston (Dist. 26) 4,200
(1.5%)
Christopher Claytor (Dist. 27) 3,500
(2%)
Ken Ashby (Dist. 28) 4,294 (2.4%)
Clifford Messina (Dist. 29) 4,839
(5.9%)
John Davis (Dist. 30) 10,785 (7%)
Celeste Adams (Dist. 31) 6,863
(2.8%)
Michael Needleman (Dist. 32) 3,332
(1.7%)

Charles Moore

Jack Warner

Joe Beilis

New
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Frank Infante 12,202

(3.3%)

Indiana

(Dist. 15) 3,650

Kenn Gividen 32,124

(1.3%)
Russ Diamond (Dist. 17) 5,729 (2%)
Mickey Paoletta (Dist. 19) 8,440
(3.5%)

U.S. Senate

(1.3%)

Missouri
John Swenson 24,295

(0.9%)

Candidate, Vote Total, (Percent of Total)

South Dakota
Terry Begay (Dist. 1) 2,806 (0.7%)
Texas
Dean Tucker

Sandra

(Dist. 1) 2,152 (0.8%)
Saulsbury (Dist. 2) 3,900

(1.6%)
James Vessels

(Dist. 3) 13,204

Montana

Alaska
Scott Kohlhaas 932

(0.4%)

Stan Jones 7,404

(1.7%)

Arizona

North Carolina

Ernest Hancock 43,827

Barbara Howe 50,858

(2.7%)

(1.5%)

California

Vermont

Jim

Hardy Machia 2,267 (0.7%)

Gray 171,918 (1.8%)

;

(6.3%)
Kevin Anderson

(1.3%)

(Dist. 4) 3,550

Washington

Colorado
Richard Randall 9,722

(0.5%)

Ruth Bennett 59,808

(2.2%)

;
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The Libertarian vote total
Following the recent elections,
too many

Libertarians will be
concentrating on the 2004
Libertarian presidential vote total
either pointing with pride or
viewing with alarm.
My advice to them is to spend
their time doing
something more
—

■

■■

1

By Harry such
pr°ductive
building
*

Browne

as

the

Libertarian

America

has

a

The Democrats and

Republicans
legislated third parties into
irrelevance, using five principal
methods: donation limits, reporting
laws, campaign subsidies, the de¬
bate commission and ballot-access
laws.
For

example, in 2000, the presi¬
dential campaign raised $2.6 mil¬
lion, but $250,000 of that had to be
diverted into ballot-access drives in

just two states: Pennsylvania and
Arizona. That's money that could
have gone into advertising, but in¬
stead was of no value in campaign
outreach.
For another

example, in my home
of Tennessee, Republicans and
listed

on

the ballot

their lives

volunteers of all kinds.
And it would allow us to choose

tarian

the best candidate available at the

time

rity

without regard to his celeb¬
his personal wealth.

—

or

Why
million votes. But he
a

Green in 2004

was no

and David Cobb,

ian

The

candidate

Party candidate, gener¬
ated only about 100,000 votes. Nad¬
er's 2000 candidacy didn't turn the
Greens into a major party.
And, as Ralph Nader demonstrat¬
ed, a celebrity can't be counted on

I recently read this statement in
political forum:
"The LP has been wasting its
time trying to run presidential cam¬
paigns that stand no chance of ever
getting elected, let alone influence
public policy in our direction. In

to stick around. You should

the wake of the disastrous Badnarik

—

the Green

never

a

into busi¬

go

vote

totals, it should be

people by
running
campaigns at the

were

Libertarian

as a news

national level

item

that

re¬

around

(rather
offering the
single, obligatory
interview) because
they believe that
what he says will
than

come

the

isn't

if his

route

we

have

the

and the
to swing

electorate

our

way."
I

who has little to gain from staying
and little to lose from quitting. The

celebrity isn't

valuable form of outreach in the

likely

tarian candidate will become

dis¬

The presidential
campaign is vitally
important — even before
we're big enough to run a firstclass campaign with millions of dol¬
lars of advertising. I believe the LP's
presidential campaign is the most

pos¬

ness

news

is

large enough advertising
— as described above.
I know of only three ways a
Libertarian presidential candidate
could raise the money necessary to
run a first-class
campaign.
The first possibility is to run a
celebrity candidate.
Such a person might be able to
get far more public attention than
we're used to now
by attract¬
ing media attention and drawing
large crowds to campaign events.
a

—

This could make it easier to raise

be listed

the money

needed to do enough
advertising to put the Libertarian
Party on the political map. It's also
possible that a celebrity candidate
would be able and willing to put a
significant sum of his own money
into the campaign.
To draw crowds and money, the
celebrity would most likely have to

as

with

someone

likely to have

much at stake and at risk

as

as

the Lib¬

Party does.
Although I believe a celebrity
can do much to help the libertarian
movement, a celebrity serving as a
presidential candidate could easily
tum out to be an embarrassing mis¬
take

—

one more

silver bullet that

hits the wrong target.
The second possibility

en¬

tire libertarian movement.

ertarian

Organizations like the Indepen¬
dent Institute, Cato, Reason, Advo¬
cates for Self-Government, the von

one

element in the

ertarian ideas

directly to the public

campaign large enough to put the
party on the political map.
This was the strategy pursued

him from getting even
1 percent of the vote — let alone 5
percent or more. And they will con¬

in

like that

be

an

from

as

Howard Stern

tinue to do

nounced he

choose among the
not

be

a

"independents,"
knowing which of them might
Nazi

or a

Communist.

These

are just two examples of
legislative barriers placed in the
way of third parties. To list all the
various hurdles would fill a good-

the

sized book.

These barriers aren't insurmount¬

able, but they are very, very tall.

They keep a Libertarian presiden¬
tial candidate off the radar screen
and prevent

so

until two events

can

occur:
can

run

paign of at least $10 million
$20 million
cans

or

a

cam¬

—

and

$30 million would be

better. Even

though Republi¬
and Democrats pour hundreds

of millions of dollars into their

paigns,

minor

nor

■ The candidate

even

be in the entertainment business. A

a

cam¬

much smaller Libertarian

embarrassment to the party,
was when he an¬
was

running for

gover¬
of New York. He made some in¬

nocuous

proposals and then dropped

out.

Another drawback is that

a

ce¬

lebrity candidate isn't likely to pro¬
duce a lasting value to the party.
When Ralph Nader ran on the Green
Party ticket in 2000, he generated 4

cam¬

paign. It probably would be safer
running as
the vice-presidential candidate, as
this would allow us to pick as the
presidential candidate an articu¬
late, well-informed, principled indi¬
vidual. A wealthy individual would
probably prefer being second on the
ticket anyway, as an effective presi¬
dential campaign has to be a full¬
time job for at least a year.
The third possibility is to build
to have such a person

the LP to

a

size where it

can

finance

a

the late
9,473

1990s.

The

LP

grew

members in February

income by repealing the
assuring your retire¬
ment by freeing you from Social
Security, reducing crime by ending
drug prohibition and getting rid of
the gun laws, providing peace and
security through a non-meddling
foreign policy, and so on. I was able
to say, in other words, that there's
a much better world available, if we
income tax,

will but take it.
In the 2000

can

be far

than those made

more

valuable

by other libertar¬

with national media.
Even

now

hardly

a

that I don't hear from

day

goes

someone

by

tell¬

that he first decided he was
seeing me on TV
during the 1996 or 2000 campadgn.
An aggressive presidential
campaign
a

me

libertarian after

is able to achieve such results be¬
cause it is given a visible
platform

from which it

can appeal directly to
non-libertarians, something other¬

wise not available to libertarians.

By focusing on the vote totals
(which can never surpass a million
in our present stage), we overlook
the tremendous good the presiden¬
tial campaign can do right now:
■ It is the foremost form of out¬

public education available

the libertarian movement. The

Libertarian

presidential candidate
opportunities not available to
anyone else in the libertarian move¬

ment.

■ It

can help build the Libertarian
Party by generating inquiries that

be converted to

can

new

members.

In 2000,

media appearances gener¬
ated almost 40,000 inquiries.

■ It

promote the Libertarian
thereby helping local can¬
didates, especially local candidates
who are unable to get much media

label

can

—

coverage.
■ An articulate Libertarian candi¬

date

the media

people
acquire new
respect for, and pay more attention
to, libertarians in general.
The LP simply isn't big enough
today to overcome the hurdles that
the old parties, using the force of
government, have placed in our
can

cause

who interview him to

way.
So before you criticize the Bad¬
narik campaign for not getting a

ians.

million

The

Representatives from libertar¬
ian organizations occasionally are
invited to appear on radio or TV
usually to discuss some current
proposal for more government. Un¬
less they are unusually adept at
converting discussions of issues into
discussions of principles, their com¬
ments are limited to trying to stop a

they

—

outstand¬

an

ing job of getting me on radio and
TV shows with large audiences, and
it paid off. For part of the campaign,
they were augmented by a public re¬
lations firm that had good contacts

1994 to 33,194 in November 2000.

Project Archimedes program
was shooting for 200,000 members
eventually, but it was inexplicably
abandoned shortly before the 2000
campaign — just as the program
was succeeding.
A large party would give us the
best of all worlds. Not only would
it generate the funds for a major

campaign, Jim Babka

and Robert Brunner did

has

political celebrity (governor,
state legislator or even congress¬
man) isn't likely to attract the at¬
tention, crowds and money needed.
The biggest drawback to the
celebrity approach is the danger
that the celebrity will compromise
important parts of the Libertarian
platform. He could even turn out to

for. If he doesn't, he'll be afraid to

—

millions of dollars into the

able to talk about increas¬

was

forts.

only

of

your

to

through television and radio in a
significant way at this time — and
that's the Libertarian presidential
campaign. Too bad it comes around
only once every four years.
I'm not privy to statistics from
the Badnarik campaign, so let me
cite details from the 2000 campaign
to back up my contention.
In 2000 I appeared on 53 nation¬
al TV shows, plus 90 national radio
shows. And I appeared on 455 local
radio and TV shows. All this just be¬
tween February 2000 and Election
Day.
What other libertarian activity
gets that kind of public platform?
Not only that, but appearances

anyone

I

ing

important work. I'm grateful that
I can rely on so much of their ef¬

libertarian movement that takes lib¬

range

But my appearances allowed me
push the libertarian line straight
across the board, and in a
positive
way — advancing liberty rather
than resisting more government.

reach and

there is

whole

on a

to

Mises Institute and others do very

But aside from DownsizeDC.org,

is to have
a wealthy individual as the
presi¬
dential or vice-presidential candi¬
date
provided he will put many

positions
subjects.

ing

couldn't

agree more.

by which the Liber¬

by having
campaign

clout,

the

victory

sible. The most

the

resources

out¬

considered

don't

money

of the election

even

—

time,

relevant and
still

able to show the benefits of liber¬

are

considering
we
are politically ir¬

porters follow him

affect

waste of

a

by the media. That
means

that

now

candidate is treat¬
ed

presidential

we run a

longer

obvious to

with their party labels. But can¬
didates of any other parties must
as "independent." Thus
entering the polling booth
determined to vote against the two
major parties must know already
which third-party candidate to vote

single new proposal — rather than
making the case for moving toward
more liberty, and rather than
being

would be if libertar¬

■

have

are

how much better

Party to

demand.

Democrats

cans

where

two-party sys¬
tem, but not because of popular

state

and draw attention. And instead of

wasting money on ads that attack
one's opponent(s), the Libertar¬
ian ads would be showing Ameri¬

proposals
implemented.

a level
someday
its vote totals can be meaningful.
Too many libertarians (whether
or not they're in the Libertarian
Party) fail to recognize the enor¬
mous obstacles that any third-party
campaign faces — and they ignore
the tremendous opportunities the
LFs presidential campaign offers.
••••••

•

campaign could achieve a great deal.
For one thing, unlike with the major
parties, most of the money would go
into advertising — enough repeti¬
tive advertising to finally be noticed

advertising campaign, it also would
provide a larger pool of talents,
skills, people with influence and

were

or more

were up

votes, realize what

against and what they

able to achieve. Michael and

his staff worked very

complished
donated

a

to

hard and ac¬
lot, and the money
the campaign wasn't

wasted.
The vote total is the least of
our

concerns

at this

stage of the
Page 13
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5.Debts

THE VOLUNTEER

Libertarian

to the defense of its members. But

how often is that the case?
Political committees
ous

have

Incorporating your state
political committee
The 2004 general election is

1432..BPTAreherasocnal
over.

You worked hard to elect

cannot be

plan for future election battles.
The more professional our
approach to the business of
politics, the better chance
we have of succeeding in fu¬
to

I say
cause

case

and

decide for

professional¬
ize your state political party
committee, a large local and active
political party committee, an inde¬
pendent political action committee
or the campaign committee of a can¬
didate who is running a truly active
campaign, and raising and spending
lots of money, is to incorporate it.
Why incorporate? The biggest
reason is liability. The individual
members of an unincorporated po¬
litical committee (including the
candidate of an unincorporated
candidate committee) may be found
personally liable for the actions and

vary,

be

But

member

tee

Incor¬

H About the

au¬

claims.

thor: Bill Hall

has

served

all

could

to a successful de¬
attorneys fees to

pay for that defense. The invasion
of personal well-being and privacy

its

mittee, Inc., for more
than 15 years.
a

Grand
and

name

members in

against an
incorporated political

committee.
as

their first line of defense the fact
directors of

do not share the libertarian dream.
The threat of

willful misconduct,

liability and possible

economic ruin.

It's great if a political committee
has substantial funds and broad in¬
surance

that it

coverage

can

commit

a

skills, influential contacts, high in¬
comes and/or wealth to volunteer

of LP News to important legal issues
they should consider in their politi¬

on your political commit¬
tee? Make it easier for them to say

cal activities. However, this article is

to serve

"yes." No

one,

least of all

a person

direct par¬

of substance, wants to sink his or
her time, money and energy into a

ticipation in the wrong committed,
the court likely will dismiss the case
against them.
You owe it to your committee

political committee as a volunteer,
only to discover they have made
themselves a target for a lawsuit.
Incorporation is not for every

or

ar¬

ticle to alert readers

However, those members have
as

be reached

Hall wrote this

a

lawsuit

that

Rapids, Mich.,

can

at whallia)wni.com.

corporation,
they are not liable for their acts
performed as directors. Absent their

by the court proceedings. Recrimi¬
nations from family members who

& Judd LLP in

cross

individual commit¬
tee

He is
partner in the law

firm of Warner Nor-

mem¬

still

general

tarian National Com¬

claimant

A

as

counsel to the Liber¬

the filing fee
(or claim poverty
so they don't have
to pay) can file a
lawsuit against a
political committee
pay

ultimately

pre¬

and

professional.
You
should
seriously
consider incorpora¬
tion for your politi¬
cal committee.

bers.

or

energy necessary
fense. Enormous

substantial

well-be¬

time.

if the commit¬

she will have endured
lot: the commitment of time and

vails, he
a

even

organizing

experience,

poration is a rela¬
tively cheap line
of defense against

and

personally liable.

One way to

business

want persons "of sub¬
with management and

Anyone who can

of the committee may not

Hall

ture elections.

com¬

many reasons that in any giv¬
en case an individual member

By Bill

—

their

and

over

the facts of each
court may

Do you

stance"

political committee, as there are ad¬
ministrative and legal costs associ¬
ated with incorporating. However,
incorporation is a hallmark of any
political committee that is active,

cover¬

financial

"may" be held liable, be¬
a

provide them all the
protection from liability you can.

notori¬

funds, rarely

on

members to

ing varies widely

mittee's financial difficulties.

Now is the time to take stock and

are

than the most minimal

more

age,

of the committee that

paid because of the

being short

insurance

committee.

libertarian candidates and grow
the Libertarian Party.

for
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not intended as legal advice on any
particular matter. You should not
act or refrain from acting because
of information based on this article
without first seeking appropriate le¬
gal or other professional advice from
someone who is familiar with your
particular circumstances.

debts of the committee.

example, the individual mem¬
an unincorporated political
committee may be found personally
For

bers of

liable for:

injuries caused by the
access petitioner

LP adds 11

committee's ballot

Continued from

involved in

one-term

an

automobile accident

while
in
in

a

a

driving to a site to petition.
defamatory statement made
monthly newsletter.
cost of repairing a defect
used product raffled off by the

committee

as a

of

contract

or

fundraiser.
a

lease, employment

other agreement

reporters

Page 12
Libertarian
Party's development.
We need to be taking advantage of
the enormous opportunities that
can be grasped by any Libertarian
campaign — presidential or local
and not pinning our hopes on a
sudden, miraculous breakthrough in
the vote total or wringing our hands
over what today is still impossible.
we

Cox, who

ran

conservative,

Continued from

If

the outcome.

by the

Vote total

—

Page 1
Republican who voted
for a huge tax increase last year,
received 42 percent of the vote,
to be defeated by Democrat Chuck
Riley, who drew 48 percent. With
only six percentage points between
the two, Cox's total clearly affected

concentrate

on

told

following

a

true

fiscal

newspaper

the

election

that he believes he took votes from

Gallegos, causing her downfall after
one

term in office.

Gallegos promised when elected
in 2002 that she would not raise
taxes.

"This

isn't

the

victory

we

elected officials to its count

against a Democrat and a long-time
Republican incumbent who was re¬
elected.
■ R. Scott Bludorn drew 8

in his

race

percent

Before
hundreds

the

Nov.

of

other

2

elections,
Libertarians

already in public office —
elected (or re-elected) and
appointed — across the nation.
Many had been elected earlier this
year to various local-level offices.
were

both

"Communities

have

seen

across

out

for

earned

as

serve on

holders

deliver

school boards, city

councils and other local-level offices

record that voters

can

refer to in

evaluating Libertarian candidates.
we continue
to provide good
governance at the local level, our

As

ever-higher profile, making them
electable for higher offices."

Convention and Visitors Commission;
Brian Golliher, to the Hagerstown

Libertarians
before

the vote.

included:

(Ind.) Planning Commission; Thomas
Knapp, to Missouri's Selective Service
State Board; and Barry Ganoe, to
the Summit County (Ohio) Planning

—

attained

sizable

vote

showing that there is

a

market for the Libertarian message
but did not achieve the desired
—

■ In North

posts.

example:
Gonzalez, the LP candidate

Carolina, three candidates

more

■ Tim

elected

Election

Day

to

this

office
year

Cowles, to the Madison (Ala.)

for statewide office took

high vote

City Council.

totals:

Gubernatorial

candidate

■ Tom

Howe

Commission.

Rawles, to the Mesa (Ariz.)

votes

■ In

■ In Indiana, Aaron Milewski drew

Bell, re-elected to Hagerstown
(Ind.) Planning Commission.
■
Tamara
Millay, elected as
Greendale (Mo.) City Marshall.

45,212

■ Karl H. Timmerman, to the Holden

on

first appeared

Nov. 5. See it at

Ken

candidates will be able to achieve

(1.51 percent), lieutenant

This column

Appointments
appointed to various
positions this year have included:
Libertarians

an

Barbara

his Web site

(Wis.) Village Board.
Young, elected taRhinelander (Wis.) City Council.

■ Alexander W.

support in his three-way race for
U.S. Congress in New Hampshire,
receiving
10,728
votes.
The
incumbent won with 58 percent of

Libertarian

garnered 54,290 votes — 27.1
percent of the vote — in a two-way
race, losing to incumbent Republican
Lincoln Diaz-Balart despite active
campaigning in recent months.

on

Scheunemann, elected to

Kewaskum

■ Richard Kahn drew 3.45 percent

races,

for U.S. House in Florida's District

sellers.

■ Kevin

Strong vote totals

for president on the Libertarian
Party ticket in 1996 and 2000. He has
written several books, including three
that became New York Times best¬

elected to Eau Claire

County (Wis.) Board of Supervisors.
■ Mark Hepfinger, as Cottage Grove
(Wis.) Municipal Court Judge.
■ Craig Mohn, to the Woodville
(Wis.) Village Board.
■ Dave Ripp, re-elected to the Dane
County (Wis.) Board of Supervisors.

other

I About the author: Harry Browne
ran

■ Will Fantle,

the nation," Seehusen said.

"At this level, we have a track

16.5

of 19,531 total) in his race
Pennsylvania's 101st legislative

they

office

re-elected to Iron

County (Wis.) Board of Supervisors.

Commissioner.
Diamond

Woolsey, re-elected to James
(SC) Town Council.

■ Gene Cisewski,

Earlier victories

lower taxes and less restrictive laws

Russ

■ Bill

Taylor, to the Highland (NJ)

Anton, to the Elk (Cal.)
Community Services District; Scott
Baker, to the Elkhart County (Ind.)

candidates

■ Frank

Island

(25.1 percent) in his two-way race
against incumbent Republican Kris
Mayes for Arizona Corporation

district.

For

percent).

Libertarian

percent of the vote (3,217 votes

down the Libertarian ticket.

Boro School Board.

■ Rick Fowlkes drew 301,664 votes

[Gallegos] was in my crosshairs from
day one, and this is well within the
range of success."

totals

Hauptmann, LP candidate for
superintendent of public
instruction, took 67,419 votes (2.87

■ John

Indiana's

for the Illinois House

Representatives 53rd District.
Incumbent Sidney Mathias drew
59 percent to win, and Democrat
Nicholas Chrisos earned 33 percent.
■ Jerry Cameron, a retired police
chief from St. Augustine, Fla., took
5 percent of the vote in his threeway race for the District 20 seat in
Florida's House of Representatives.

■

In

Joe

of

would have loved," Cox said. "But

the op¬

portunities — especially by build¬
ing the LP as rapidly as possible
and running persuasive presiden¬
tial campaigns — we make it more
likely that someday we will be able
to run competitive races all up and

as

more

21,

Wisconsin, Tom Kuester

won

percent in his three-way race
Assembly District seat

http://harrybrowne.org/articles/

14.7

LibertarianVoteTotal.htm.

for the 50th

got

52,513

votes

governor

City Council.
■ Joe Johnson, as Frederick

candidate Chris Cole received 56,368

Town Trustee.

(1.66 percent) and U.S. Senate
Tom
Bailey received
47,743 votes (1.38 percent).

■ Rex

candidate

the

votes

(1.89

percent)

in

attorney general race, while

(Mo.) City Council.

(Colo.)
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GUEST COMMENTARY

Before going to
Clearly, the war in Iraq has po¬
larized the Libertarian

Party.
Many of our members and sup¬
porters have left us for the position
have taken. LP members have

we

told

follow the rules

war,

principles matter more
politics.
Regardless of your position on

their

all libertarians must agree on

and vote for candidates

from other parties.
Libertarians regard U.S. Rep. Ron
Paul
as
the
"■■■■■■

honor-

most

-

By Patrick able
member
of
Congress.
DlXOn

•

He consistent-

•••••••

ly upholds the

Constitution,
despite being outnumbered by his
colleagues who either ignore it or
do not understand it.
His vote is not

dependent on
political conditions, and he is often
the lone defiant voice in defense

citizens

Congress will vote to violate our
rights, confiscate our property, and
promote unrestrained growth of the
federal government well beyond the
limited scope mandated by the Con¬
stitution, Paul votes "NO." He has
taken

position clearly against the
dominant Republican Party in op¬
posing the war. I am sure this is not
easy for him, and he assumes politi¬
a

The LP issued a press release on
Sept. 12, 2001, stating that we need
to find the terrorists and bring them
to justice. It also says that we have
a Constitution; that the
enemy is

needed

be

to

"them," not

liberated,

As Paul has stated

repeatedly,
gives that re¬
sponsibility to Congress, not the
president. Paul has emphatically
demanded that Congress and the
president do their duty, and has
presented bills to bring them in
compliance with the Constitution.
Neither his colleagues nor the Bush

The Constitution is the rulebook
for the federal government. As Mi¬
chael Badnarik teaches, its purpose
is to protect

the life, liberty and
property of individuals. That is why
it does not grant rights to the peo¬
ple; it puts restrictions on power of
the federal government. Our elect¬
ed representatives take an oath to
uphold the Constitution.
Unfortunately most are insin¬

It is

heartbreaking to

who

called

and

Article 1, Section 8

gard for compliance.

and that

should

we

to

pander.

see people
themselves Libertar¬

ians, joined the party, donated to
our cause, voted for our candidates

of war!

administration have shown any re¬

us;

follow the process.
It would be easy

this
point: U.S. armed forces cannot be
sent into a country to conduct war
without a congressional declaration

of the Constitution. While the rest

of

and absurd.

whether Saddam had links to al Qa¬
eda, whether there were stockpiles
of weapons, whether Iraq posed an
imminent threat, or whether Iraqi

nose

the Constitution

than

personally that they will no
longer support the party, will can¬
cel their membership and will hold
me

—

cal risk, but

ran

Libertarian candidates

as

themselves

now

abandon

us.

When

consider all the efforts we have
made to grow the party, it hurts to

you

lose support.
But time will heal these wounds.
We will grow support from those
who

revere

tution

M Rep. Ron Paul (R-TX) addresses the 2004 LP Convention.
cere.

If they cannot follow their own

rules,

we are no

longer

republic. There is

a

democratic

constraint to
federal powers. We have no Consti¬
tution. Nothing stands between us
and tyranny.

no shortcuts.
The process matters. It is not

just

a

formality. It is meant to be

inconvenient. Would you want it to
be easy to send 150,000 troops into

Imagine if one morning the
president woke up and said "Spain
really has me ticked off today. Let's

Libertarians who

invade." The Constitution is meant

of

to

that

ensure

no

single

person

has

another

country?

There

that

do.

Libertarian Party remains the party
of

those

are

we

Democrats and

such power.
There are

no

liberty and the Consti¬

They will realize
Republicans are in¬
sincere in their promises and have
no regard for the
principles upon
which our country was founded.
Ron Paul doesn't pander, and I
am proud to have him as our con¬
gressman in Texas. I am proud the
as

principle.

accuse

oppose the war
refusing to defend our country
against terrorists. This is erroneous

I About the author: Patrick Dixon
is the chairman

of the Libertarian

Party of Texas.

SpaceShipOne catapults freedom to greater heights
In the summer of 1998 I visited
the Smithsonian Air and

Space

Museum

small

and

noticed

a

mestic press or twisted into a call to
increase government funding.
Over the years, I had heard from
enough hard-core libertarians who

granite-based plaque near the exit,
with a short description of the Ansari X Prize, which promised $10

contact

million to the first team that could

Burt

send

a

private craft into space.
easily missed

It could have been

but for the words that

flashing
was

were

like

libertarian: It

neon to a

clear that no government
was to be involved.

had

The other conditions

were

that

the craft be used twice in less than
and the

equivalent of two
more
into space, and that only
a small portion of the craft, other
than fuel, could be replaced.
—

—

It

We

was

were

ment

clear what this all meant:

going to

Five years
was

hosting

when

space

and

govern¬

one

a

later, in mid-2003, I
daily talk radio show

of the show's listeners

brought to my attention a Web page
[www.scaled.com1 that featured
Burt Rutan's X Prize

entry.

was

coming.
About

a

into space
was

When it

Hancock
time for Rutan's at¬

later the first launch
by a private individual

Powell

scheduled. I knew the event

ignored by the do¬

Gammill

and

I

started

make clear what this event would
to us.

We knew what emotions

ed to stimulate with

we

want¬

signs, but
out of respect for the SpaceShipOne
team we didn't want our slogans to
have too sharp an edge.
are

are

the six winners: "We

going to Space

ment is Not

Brought to

our

...

and Govern¬

Invited"; "The Future
by Free Enterprise";
...

you

first civilian astronaut, Mike Melvill,
on top of the first privately funded
spacecraft.

Libertarian

Alliance

It was clear

to make the most of the histori¬

cal event

June 21, when

return, but there were some notable

planning sign slogans. We knew
what was going to happen with the
international press, and wanted to

anarcho-capitalist libertarians.
the historic flight and
while emotions were still high,
SpaceShipOne was paraded in front
of the crowd
towed by a pickup
with Rutan on the tailgate and the
After

little interest outside

want to send that would be

supported by Rutan and Paul Allen
of Scaled Composites? We wanted to
get out the message that there were
supporters who understood that this
project would mean a quantum leap

These

was

Western

watching.
What message

question:

we

Zero"

Space¬
ShipOne was expected to become the
first privately funded, manned craft
to leave the earth's atmosphere and

the world would be

would

There

the

—

"Government

ner.

the
came

the

slogan popped into Powell's head,
we knew he'd come up with a win¬

••••••••

tempt at sending a privately funded
craft into space in June, we knew

year

would be either

By Ernest

libertarian

mean

I was very excited and immedi¬
ately shared the information with
my audience, explaining what liber¬

tarians around the world knew

to

for individual freedom.

not invited.

was

When

philosophy.

The

Government Zero."

—

not hostile

to

two weeks to take at least one astro¬
naut

Rutan

...

"Government is Lost in

with

know that Rutan
was

very

money

in

come

the Freedom Frontier";
Space"; "In
Space, You Can't Hear the Govern¬
ment Scream"; and "SpaceShipOne
"Space

on

Mesa, Ariz.; while I, my two sons
Forest and Corsair, Dean Pleasant,
Powell Gammill, Barry Hess, and a
fan of the radio show named Rick,
all

piled into a minivan and drove to
Mojave, Calif., for the event.
There were two congressional
candidates (Powell and Michael), I
was a

candidate for U.S. Senate, and

Barry Hess is running for governor
in 2006, so the big "L" libertarians
were well represented along with

and India.

Certainly one of the highlights of
history-making event was Burt
Rutan asking, "Can I use this sign to
send a message to the media?"
To which I responded, "You bet,
and we've got plenty more we'll get
to you."
this

This

what this all meant:
We

were

going

to space,

libertarian exceptions.
Vince Miller from ISIL

(Interna¬
tional Society for Individual Liberty)
generated a flier to be passed out to
the crowd that explained ISIL's po¬
sition; Joseph Brennen flew in from
London to be part of the celebra¬
tion; Michael and Rachel Kielsky
brought their three children from

It has since been reported in
Popular Science and The New Yorker
and hundreds of other publications
around the world, including China

was
I

not invited.
to the fence with the

ran over

"SpaceShipOne — Government Zero"
sign, in time for Rutan to see it.
Every news media outlet in at¬
tendance
saw

him

from
run

around the world

to the low fence next

to the runway

where the crowd had
gathered, to get the sign.
The Discovery Channel's twohour-long documentaries of Scaled
Composite's efforts — "Black Sky:
The Race for Space" and "Black Sky:
Winning the X Prize" — detail the
effort from beginning to end and
highlights this scene as well.

was

broadcast

once

again on CBS's "60 Minutes" the first
Sunday after the 2004 presidential
elections. The very clear message
that Rutan and Melvill excitedly
sent the world was, "SpaceShipOne
—

and government

scene

Government Zero."
We

later

delivered

the

other

signs to the hangar party following
the flight and were treated well by
everyone but the FAA liaison — but
that's another story.
Scaled Composites

has achieved a
only three countries have
managed to accomplish, and they
did it without a penny of govern¬
ment funding. It just goes to show
what individuals can accomplish if
government just stays out of the
feat that

way.

I About the author: Ernest Han¬
cock

ran for an Arizona seat in the
U.S. Senate this year.
He hosts a

weekly radio program, "Declare Your
Independence with Ernest Hancock."

Libertarian

Measured in dollars
4.4 years

By Mary Ruwart, Ph.D.

tion

prices.
today's high drug prices,
dollar spent on new pharma¬
"new chemical enti¬

man-Hatch Act of 1984, which gave

the

high cost of prescription
drugs.
Before we are regulators, drug
company employees, cost-conscious
consumers or even

libertarians,

we

human
a

beings who will one day
life-saving pharmaceutical or

medical intervention. Thus, we all
have a vested interest in innovative
treatments at affordable

Even at

every
ceuticals

ties,"

in the decades prior to the

Drug User Fee Act, the average
drug would have spent 15.2 years in
development in the 1990s. The 1992
legislation allowed manufacturers to
pay for the hiring of more FDA staff
who would then process their
specific applications more rapidly.
Th'e dramatic increase in drug
development times meant that some
drug patents ran out before the
manufacturer could get it through
the
regulatory process! Conse¬
quently, Congress passed the Wax-

Everyone is concerned about

need

lives, excessive regulations cost too much

amendments to 14.2 years in the
1990s. Without the 1992 Prescrip¬

AUTHOR, HEALING OUR WORLD

are

or

—

or

patent extensions to drug makers
based on the regulatory component

lowering health care costs and cut¬
ting lost time. For example, when
the first anti-ulcer drug, Tagamet,
was introduced, patients no longer

development time. By the
"regulatory
review time," about 84 percent of
the average new drug's development
time was consumed by regulations,
most of which (about 70 percent)
was directly attributable to the 1962

—

saves us

needed to leave work for

a

$28,000

surgery. Instead, they
one to three courses of

could take
drug ther¬
apy, each costing about $1,000 —
with virtually no loss of work.
Many of the proposed "solutions"
to high drug costs, such as price and
profit controls, would cause manu¬
facturers to cut back

on

the innova¬

tion which creates such

saving.
In the long run, these "solu¬
tions" only address the symptoms,
not the underlying problem — ex¬
cess regulation.
Although
that

excess

many

researchers knew
—
regula¬

of the

Act's definition of the

amendments.

SOLUTIONS

Adding a decade or so to devel¬
opment times meant that people
died waiting for life-saving drugs.
Since we know how many lives the
average drug saves, we can calculate
that about 4.7 million people died
prematurely since 1962 due
to the amendments. In

increased regulation
drug manufacturing and adver¬
tising, so it's likely that these costs
were affected by the amendments to
amendments

recognition of the dangers of too
much regulation? Hardly!
As former FDA Commissioner Al¬

exander Schmidt noted, "...
if ever, has

Congress held

to look into the

prove a new

hundreds of

a

rarely,
hearing

failure of FDA to ap¬

entity; but it has held
hearings alleging that

the FDA has done

something wrong
by approving a drug."
Congress has charged the FDA
with approving only drugs that are
safe and efficacious. Since no drug
is safe for everyone or works for ev¬
eryone, the only way the FDA can
meet its obligation is to approve no
drugs at all. Instead, FDA examiners
have chosen to demand
studies

more

and

that

they can show
due diligence when negative side

more

so

extent similar to R&D.

an

development costs have risen,

manufacturers

novation and

have

manufacturers

Death

by regulation
people have died pre¬
maturely because the life-saving
drug they needed never made it to
market? If abandoned drugs were
only 28 percent as potent as today's
drugs, another 4.7 million lives
would have been lost in addition to
to

If

already lost due
extended development times.
these abandoned drugs were as
potent as today's drugs, the
death

Sofcw

only take
they

con¬

I
er

When I filed
the

use

the

the

gastrointestinal section tele¬
phoned me. Because liver disease
had no standard therapy,

same

rate

the examiner wanted to

seen

employ¬
develop these
drugs. However, we

encourage my

to

only
7,000

weren't

the amendments are
deadly than the drugs
AIDS victims dis¬

be about $69 million and $92 million

U.S.

largely unaffected
by this tragedy because the fed¬
eral Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) had withheld approval due to
concern about kidney toxicity.
The new amendments required
manufacturers to test drugs for ef¬
ficacy, even though a 1907 Supreme
Court ruling had declared such laws
unconstitutional. No drug works for
everyone, so what percentage of
people had to be helped for it to be
lawful? Clearly, as the court pointed
out, it was a "matter of opinion."
was

Nevertheless, the 1962 amend¬
ments became law. The FDA set the

bar for efficacy so high that drug de¬
velopment times soared from about

Even if

assume

most, 90,000 lives.

Clearly,
more

themselves

—

as

covered. Frustrated

by the long de¬
lays, they began to make new AIDS
drugs in underground laboratories
and distributed them widely before
manufacturers could even begin
their clinical testing!
Luckily, the FDA elected to ig¬
nore
the underground suppliers
rather than shut them down. Be¬
cause

many

potential AIDS thera¬

were marketed in Europe years
before they were available in the

pies

the

began permitting
importation of small quantities for
personal use.
Was the FDA applauded for its
U.S.,

people

FDA

age

respectively. In other words, out-ofpocket R&D per new drug would be
about 14 percent of what it is to¬
day and capitalized costs would be a
mere

8

percent.

Would
lower

lower

R&D

costs

mean

drug prices for consumers?

The short

answer

is "Yes!"

U.S.

pharmaceutical expendi¬
tures parallel new drug R&D, even
though R&D is only about one-fifth
of each sales dollar. Manufacturers
often

price products

multiple of
production,
distribution, advertising and inves¬
tor profit. In addition, the 1962
their R&D costs to

as a

cover

to treat, or
use

to prove

sure

how many

study needed,
give, how long

our

what dose to

money too.

we

experi¬
enced a thalidomide-like tragedy
every 12 years without the amend¬
ments, they would have saved, at

much

to

er

that the U.S. would have

The

a patent for
prostaglandins for

of

the treatment of liver disease,
the FDA examiner in charge of

than barbiturates

had babies with half-formed limbs.

suspect that the high¬

number is closer to the

truth.

The aver¬
out-of-pocket cost of putting
a new drug on the market today is
about $500 million (2003 dollars).
Capitalized costs for the 14-plus
years of development time is about
$1.2 billion. Had pre-amendment
trends in research and development
(R&D) continued, these costs would

often

care

the 10 per¬

wasted

costs would be 13-38

lower than

they

are

on

percent

today without

the 1962 amendments.

Ironically, the 1962 amendments
created

an

tragedy

more

"American thalidomide"

deadly than the Euro¬

pean one they were meant to pre¬
vent. In the early 1980s, research¬
ers

began reporting that

a common

B-vitamin, folic acid, could prevent
birth defects, such as spina bifida,

given in the first two months

of

women

folic

child-bearing age
supplements. The

acid

FDA forbade them to do
to

16.5 million.

1962,

save

consumers

of pregnancy. Manufacturers want¬
ed to advertise the recommendation

been saved.

two of pregnancy

which

novations would have been, health

when

cost

or

climbs

time,

lives would have

who took thalidomide in the first

lost

innovation

passed in the wake of the
European thalidomide tragedy. Tha¬
lidomide, a sleeping aid less likely

en

toll from

ineffective. To

drugs that didn't work, the amend¬
ments increased drug prices by 600700 percent!
Health care costs are higher too,
since people turn to more expen¬
sive medical procedures when drug
treatment is unavailable. Depending
upon how potent that the lost in¬

the 4.7 million lives

States

Act

month

cent

take

about

by accidental overdose, prevented
morning sickness as well. But, wom¬

were

that all

In 1962, the Kefauver-Harris
amendments to the Food and Drug

death

A bad bargain
Clearly, the 1962 amendments
were a bad bargain for consumers.
People die waiting for life-saving
drugs tied up in regulatory red tape
or ones that never make it through.
To add insult to injury, only about
10 percent of pre-amendment drugs

prevented all serious drug
toxicity in the United

1950

cause

that

are

How many,

from

to

drugs.

estimated

developing only
about half as many drugs as they
otherwise would without such high
development costs.

these extra stud¬

more

by regulation.

trast, had the amendments

Drug development time

were

"me-too"

more

Researchers

course,

ies not

shift

to

develop¬

ment. Less research means less in¬

sav¬

ing them — played a role in soar¬
ing pharmaceutical prices, it's only
in the past few years that enough
data has been available to actually
quantify some of these costs. Even
though I had witnessed "regulatory
creep" first-hand in my 19 years as
a research scientist in the pharma¬
ceutical industry, I was astounded
at how large a role regulation plays
in the rising price of drugs.

had

have

from research to

resources

Cutting costs
Of

death

of

As

effects arise.

regulation

tion that takes lives instead of

Libertarian

—

call them in the trade
an additional $2 or $3 by

as we
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what measurements to

that

our

drug worked.

Since such studies take years, we
needed to be right the first time or

patent would run out before our
drug got to market! In that case, ev¬
ery generic company could use our
data to market our drug for them¬
our

selves. We would be left with all
the

development costs and no way
Consequently, my
employer decided not to develop the
prostaglandins. Over a decade later,
studies would show that this drug
to recover them.

would have been

Breakthrough

a

life-saver.

drugs

the
most difficult and most expensive
to develop. Thus, they are the
ones most likely to be lost when
regulatory costs are high. If the
drugs abandoned by manufacturers
are as potent as the ones marketed
today, as many as one out of five
people who have died since 1962
from disease may have suffered
are

so

because

they had not performed the long
and costly development studies
on this generic substance. The ban
continued for many years even after
the FDA began making food produc¬
ers supplement their products with
folic acid in 1996.

During the
manufacturers

years
were

that folic acid
forbidden

to

educate the

public, thousands of
children, perhaps tens of thousands,
were

born deformed

or

aborted

un¬

necessarily. More American infants
were probably born with deformi¬
ties because of this single applica¬
tion of the 1962 amendments than
were

harmed in all of

Europe by

thalidomide. Thus, the very regu¬
lations that were passed to protect"
American infants caused them

even

greater harm than the largest drug
disaster in

history.
points to what is
potentially the greatest tragedy of
This incident

the 1962 amendments.

Common, inexpensive nutrients
that prevent disease are underuti¬
lized. When their value is recog¬

nized, they are often chemically
reconfigured into more costly pre¬
scription medication so that they
can be patented and put through
the drug development process.
Patents weren't considered

a

pre¬

condition of

drug development be¬
fore the amendment-driven length¬
ening of drug development times.
When I joined The Upjohn Company
in the mid-1970s, they were in the
final stages of moving away from
unpatented products. Without the
passage of the amendments, phar¬
maceutical firms might have conSee REGULATION
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2004 ELECTION CYCLE SCHEMATIC

From

falling to flight

A few years ago I was fly fishing (unsuccessful y) on Tennessee's

watching an ungainly blue heron
sticking out over the river.
Having been polished by sun and rain to a silver gleam,
the branch on which the bird was sitting looked permanent, strong
and immovable. Until, that is, the limb broke with an abrupt crack,
falling straight toward the water about 25 feet below.
As the branch fell, the bird stood rigid,
wings tucked carefully
at his sides. When he was scant feet from
hitting bottom, the heron
extended his wings nonchalantly and caught the air under them.
The limb continued its fall, crashing into the water below — but the
heron, buoyed up by its five feet of wingspan, flew slowly downriver,
trailing its awkward legs behind. As graceful in flight as he had been
graceless in rest, he soared around the next bend and disappeared.
Had the precipitous fall disconcerted this bird? Not to any
apparent
degree. It seemed he had taken the limb's collapse as a boon, a gift
that put him back in motion. Far from be¬
ing destroyed, the heron merely spread his
wings and used the impetus of his fall to
was

hunched

on a

subsidies and
incentives and I
want her to
pay for it.

children and we
want him to
pay
for it.

dead tree

corporate

I want

education for our

Elk River when I started

that

free

We wanl

want
free

I

prescriptions

want to extend

I

the

war on

and I want him
to pay for it.

terrorism

and I want them

to pay

for it.

launch his next rise.

ujo4

www.russmo.com

I have to wonder: How similar

are

peo¬

ple to this bird?
Sitting still, we tend to stagnate. We
look awkward and inconsequential because
we are

awkward. Our natural state is

tion; when we're unable

mo¬

unwilling to
move, we are recognized as out of place.
And sometimes, just sometimes, it takes
an unexpected plunge to force a person
or even a political party — into motion.
Following November's elections, I re¬
ceived several phone calls and e-mails from
people wondering why Libertarians bother
LP NEWS EDITOR
running for office, only to get "less than 1
percent of the vote in their candidacy for
dog catcher," as one caller put it.
I understand where these people are coming from. They've grown
tired of seeing Libertarian candidates — both those with paper candi¬
dacies and those who actually work to be elected — fall short in their
quest for office. Too frequently, those candidates either don't run
again — out of discouragement — or they wait until three months
before the next election to start raising money for another push, or to
otherwise get involved in positive motion.
It doesn't have to be like that. Take North Carolina's post-election
rush of activity, for example. As voters flooded to the polls on Nov. 2,
many of the state's LP activists — as well as some from other states
started collecting signatures for their 2008 ballot access drive.
"We won't know how many signatures we'll have to get until after
this election's results are certified, but it will probably be close to
69,000 valid signatures — which means well need more than 100,000
raw signatures," said Sean
Haugh, executive director of the NCLP.
Petition signatures are still trickling in from that one day of collec¬
tions, Haugh said, noting in mid-November that he already had about
6,650 in hand and was expecting about 2,300 more from petitioners
around the state
giving the state a "good jump start" on the job of
achieving ballot access through the 2008 election.
The signatures collected at polling places are particularly important
because they are usually about 97 percent valid, compared to about 65
percent validity for signatures on other days, he noted.
Haugh also reported other "hopeful trends" resulting from this
year's elections: "We had some candidates who ran two or four years
ago and then again this year, who did up to three times as well this
time as they did last time. That's very encouraging.
"Usually, after the elections, there are people who tell me they're
disappointed in the results and are giving up, and I'm not seeing that
this time. Also, we have candidates who are realizing that we haven't
been doing the things we need to do to win — like raising money
throughout the year for advertising, or going out and knocking on
doors, just getting to know people in our areas.
"That realization has been a welcome, swift kick in the ass. People
are getting ready to work. Several have told me they are going to start
campaigning now for the next election cycle. It's never too early."
Did the North Carolina LP sweep elections this year?
No, but they took advantage of Election Day nonetheless by get¬
ting about 13 percent of their ballot access petitioning out of the way
in one day; candidates are already getting psyched up about the next
election season; and activists there are ready to get a good head start.
They're feeling the wind under their wings. And they're not alone.
or

—

By J. Daniel

Cloud

—

—

■ Environmentalism
I

just wanted to drop a note and
congratulate you on your excellent
work, free-market environmental¬
[See November 2004 LP News,

ism.

Libertarian

Solutions.]

Please allow

to share a

couple
of thoughts. My first wife was Czech.
When she was working on Wenceslas
Square in Prague (previous to 1989),
Czech "socialist" industry was dev¬
astating the mountains in Northern
me

Bohemia and the health of many
citizens as well.

Occasionally,
izens would

industry.

their

In Czechoslovakia

(and, of course,
Russia and the Eastern Bloc general¬
ly) once the socialists had assumed
the reigns of

industry, there

was no

incentive for the bureaucrats who

with the satisfaction

we

should

the protesters.
The next day, government
cials would show up at every

—James Hines

Fairhope, Alabama

or

to

disproportionate benefits
profits of industry to im¬
costly environmental controls
improve working conditions.

Editors need news.
Good solid

news

that

is not considered

ness

with

a

window

where workers

on

the front

might have witnessed

the events.
The

management and workers

in these stores

were asked to sign
acknowledging that
they had seen the police disperse
the protests — and that they (the
management and workers) approved
not only of them doing so, but also
of the methods they employed.
What so few "Greens/Socialists"

documents

or nut

will be

case'

printed

or

telecast. We're

getting there....
—Gerald Shidell
If the Greens

are

successful in

their socialist ambitions here, I can

they will meet with the
Eventually, they would
become the people who ordered that
protests regarding the environment
be dispersed — and dispersed vio¬
lently if need be.
I would strongly recommend that
you also purchase a copy of [former
Czech president] Vaclav Havel's work
The Art of The Impossible.
In the first essay in that book
(being a copy of his first New Year's
Eve Address
the Czech equivalent
of our State of the Union Address)
Havel spoke extensively of the com¬
munists who had proceeded him as
assure

you

results.

—

fail to realize is that the govern¬

"the

ment

airplane windows."
He pointed out that the former

only assist in the environ¬
ment while it is genuinely an out¬
side party between the citizens and
can

■ Not
Thanks

cious

men

who refuse to look out of

communists refused to look out of

tonight, honey

to 56 years of atro¬
foreign policy in the Middle

East, the United States has created

enough rabid enemies that it can
proclaim an Orwellian perpetual
"War

'fringe

same

offi¬
busi¬

in Chattanooga in '81: I

pose

rea¬

sonably expect in the vast majority
of their citizenry.
Eva personally witnessed the
Czech police showing up with dogs
and turning on fire hoses to disperse

was

from the

devastation of their environment.

particularly sensitive to dissent.
people ruled by such gov¬
ernments protest, this undermines
the notion that their designs "for
the greater good" are not being met

the air

reaped

of Czech cit¬
attempt to protest the

When the

see the
devastating
of their actions.
By the way, I know how bad

consequences

graduated from the McCallie School
in Chattanooga in 1982.

groups

Socialist countries are, of course,

airplane windows because they

did not want to

on

Terror."

War is great for growing govern¬
ment and war industries at the ex¬
pense of liberty, truth, justice and
taxpayers (present and future).

The warnings of libertarians were
ignored. Now what?
Those who watched Thomas Bar-

net, the chief strategist

for the Sec¬
retary of Defense describe the "Pen¬
tagon's New Map, War and Peace in
the 21st Century" on C-SPAN got a
glimpse of the intent of the Bush
Administration
Bush is

on a

and

its

rationale:

crusade to convert Mus¬

lims and make the Middle East safe
for Israel.
—Bill Holmes

Lancaster, California

■

Suggested pledge

To all of you

that run the party
for all of your

for us, thank you
hard work!
I have been

a

Libertarian all of

life, and in 1984, I learned that
there was a political party that rep¬
resented me: the Libertarian Party.
It has been my hope that one day I
will talk to people about the LP and
they won't say "I won't vote Libermy

Libertarian Party

of those

theBESUXS

deserving souls "...seeking
happiness..." and

subsistence and

at the same time exclude those who

tarian because
of

they have

winning."
I was doing

no

chance

math after the

some

your own body?
Where is the liberal

corporate welfare?

election. Michael Badnarik received

376,000 votes and received around
$1 million in contributions. This

$2.76 donated by every
who cares enough to vote

Libertarian. I don't know how many

people to contract to
whosoever they please?

pledge $5 per month to go strictly
to running one commercial, repeat¬
ed

over

and

over

national TV,

on

that would get our name

known.
By the time our next candidate
runs for president we could achieve
vote totals that

we

have

never seen

before.
This
advertising should be
strictly for "brand recognition" like
Coke and Pepsi do. We should not
attempt to advertise any particular
positions, but should direct people
to look for

Web site

or

information

more

on our

by toll free number.

I believe that if each Libertarian

asked to

pledge $5 per month,
totaling $60 per year, the response
would be overwhelming.
was

It must be made clear that these

funds would be used

only for na¬
advertising running on
prime time shows and that other
tional TV

funds will still be needed for

run¬

ning the office, etc. I for one would
keep my standard monthly pledge
and

make

this

cause.

a

secondary pledge to

By the way, I know that the
campaign ran a few ads

before the election. To this date, I
have never seen one. This is under¬
standable with the

high cost of air
Imagine what $5 a month as

described above

can

do.

It is with the

same party that
by the second amendment
the Libertarian Party.
The LP has a huge opportunity in

problem goes away. Reality
ally begs a presence here, since
know that there

by welfare.

The October 2004 edition of LP
News contained

with

Edelstein

several

comments

"borders must be

different directions in Bush's second
term.

We need to work

together to let
who feel betrayed on

the Democrats

con¬

regulated."
I have spoken with Mr. Squyres
on this very subject and will tell
you that his statement is based on
a very broad and in-depth under¬
standing of the issue and not on
any lack thereof.
For the Libertarian Party to be

civil liberties issues and the small

viewed

"l" libertarians in the

knowledge the existence and nature*
of the problems associated with the
open borders concept, objectively
define those problems, form posi¬
tions and make proposals that lead

Republican
Party know that they have a home
in the Libertarian party.
In change lies opportunity.

Both
parties will be going
through some soul searching and
change. This is a year for Libertar¬
ian Party building.
Step up your outreach activities:
Buy 1,000 of the World's Smallest
tax-funded

Political Quiz cards and leave

one

two every place you go; find an
opportunity for an 0PH booth and

the editor

every month; forward
articles to friends and

Libertarian
family; join
Toastmasters and make every speech
about a Libertarian topic.
In 2006, we're going to need cam¬
paign fund donors and voters. Now
is the time to start getting them.

credible,

as

■

—D.J. Glenn

Roswell, NM

■ Global
I attended

plank 1.18 Immigra¬

News for the welcome increase in

tion:

political

coverage over the past few
months. For those of us who work

Isn't that the very same plank
that our 2004 Platform Committee

in the trenches every
to see the coverage

struggled with for so long and ul¬
timately characterized as a conun¬
drum? (For those of us educated in
government

schools, that means
riddle without solu¬

political party, it is our job
to elect Libertarians. By showcasing
political successes, hopefully more

"puzzle
tion.")

Libertarians will work towards po¬
litical victories to go with our moral

those who have looked at this

victories.

ian

or

believe that the

I

majority of
plank

at the

Atlanta Convention at which Carl

bothered
by what I heard. Not during his talk,
but during the Q&A session after¬
Pope spoke, and

was very

ward.

[Some attendees] almost got
into a shouting match with our
guest about global warming. I was
disappointed that Mr. Pope did not
choose to end this shouting by ask¬
ing a single question.

tific

questions

who

cares

to be

a

warming
the breakfast

much about this

so

debate appears to

Immigration
Platform

must ac¬

we

to viable and tenable solutions.

or

I would like to commend the LP

a

by Michael

ment that

Given that

As

letter

a

trolled, and immigration must be

Houston, Texas

country.

not en¬

are

into the ditch. The

—Brent Sullivan

day, it is great
of all of the
hard-fought campaigns around the

we
criminal and

George Squyres's state¬

Coral

■ Better coverage

are

re¬

relative to

run right
Republicans are
a strained coalition of oxymoronic
neo-conservatives, small "1" liber¬
tarians and intolerant evangelicals
that will start pulling the party in

a

erage that
We are

Waldwick, New Jersey

babies! "Woe is us."
I have

...

hinge

on

scien¬

I will ask anybody

to answer what I believe

crucial

question.

What evidence

would you

ac¬

cept as sufficient for you to accept
that

global warming is real, that it
is a real threat (to our survival, to
our wealth and health, to personal
property, etc.), and that it is at least
partially anthropogenic (caused by
human activity)?

■

Responsibility
One of the

things I've discovered
few months is that
many people on the left do not want
anything to do with the LP because
of our stance on corporations. Spe¬
cifically, they assume that we don't
care what corporations do to the en¬
vironment or to their employees.
To counter that perception, I'd
like to propose a new plank for
the platform called Corporate Re¬
sponsibility. It would read as fol¬
lows and will be posted to the ya¬
hoo discussion group, IpplatformdiscussOyahoogroups.com for dis¬
Issue:

businesses

Some

of health

■ The

new

left?

acterizations that

Where is the liberal

opposition to

real.

definition to

the PATRIOT Act?
Where is the liberal alternative
to Bush's No Child Left Behind?

Where is the liberal alternative

Then
even

by

immigration.

the most unrelated issue is

direct assault

immigra¬
Compounding that problem is
on

to the anti-First Amendment Bi-Par¬

the fact that several issues in this

tisan

mix

Campaign Reform Act?

Where is the liberal defense of

the

right to

a

speedy trial?

Where is the liberal defense of
the

right to privacy?

Where is the liberal defense of
the

right to decide what to put into

a
a

emotionally charged that
rational approach to developing
are so

tenable solution

viewed

as

an

principle.
The problem
How do

we

or

assault

transition is
on

the basic

facing is this:
protect the natural right
we are

—

that because

it

against libertarian ideas, it can't be

the other in
that

so

key

even

editor of

a

races*

one

way or

running ads

the most brain-dead

paper

stories about

run

must see them and
our party; and, in

general, creating our
get the publicity

we

own
we

buzz so
then de¬

serve.

Crying about celebrity status
getting all the coverage only dimin¬
ishes our status in people's eyes.
Editors need
news
or

news.

Good solid

that is not considered

nut case" will be

printed

"fringe
tele¬

or

cast.

We

getting there, but the

are

pace is so slow that my grandchil¬
dren will still be writing letters like

this

one

Let's

when

in

move

they are in their 50s.
a positive direction

with concrete results with the lim¬
ited

resources we

have. If

we

don't,

Libertarian

since

we're doomed!
I've

1976,
or

been

even

a

when I

was

elected may¬

in my

much
come

city in 1978. I can't wait
longer to see freedom start to
back into vogue in this coun-

End

all

regulations except

those that govern ethical conduct
4. Ask, not tell, corporations to
reduce the price of their goods and
services

by 10 percent to compen¬
steps 1 through 3.

—David Aitken

We

to understand

the first words out of the mouths of

are

gen¬

warn¬

Make Your
Voice Heard!

■ 'Woe is us!'

managed to outpoll us by approxi¬
mately 17,000 votes.
What did our effort get us?
Where was the great benefit in the
usage of these two valuable re¬
sources
money and time? Then

uinely concerned that their

balance of the election

elimination

past time for Libertarians to
participate in the debate seriously.
Our own intransigence has mar¬
ginalized us. If we do have some¬
thing to offer to the discussion that
does not amount to saying, "You're
all wrong," then we owe it to our¬
selves and to the rest of humanity
to get ourselves heard.
Insisting that the scientists — at
least some of whom are just trying
climate, and

get¬

on

goes

It is

attempt to address

any

seen as a

tion.

unrelated

are

real

We need to concentrate

us

purchaser
3.

Denver, Colorado

be

us, to a large
did achieve 50-

we

ting state representatives elected;
holding vote totals that will tip the

that would:

insisting that global warming can't

may also notice that this plank
contains several issues and char¬

ignored

and they ignored
again this time.

once

corporate subsidies
2. End all corporate taxes because
they are simply passed through to
the

message

state access,

1. End

characterization.
so

The media

extent, when

arrangements.
To reduce corporate influence on
government, enact a four-step pro¬
gram

our

access.

plans and pension
plans for a period of two years af¬
ter the bankruptcy is filed to give
employees some time to make other

Executive Director, Indiana LP

do

have
man¬

care

—Brad Klopfenstein

who

or

resources

people. Let them hear
the principled message We have.
Let them hear the alternative to big
government and why it will work.
We spread ourselves too thin, ex¬
haust our money and tire our people
out before the real race begins. We
can't get our message out because
we are drained financially and phys¬
ically in attempting 50-state ballot

limiting their constitutional
protections. Prohibit limited liabil¬
ity for some actions such as harm to
employees or the environment.
Transition: Congress should pass
a
Sarbanes-Oxley type bill to require
accountability for actions that af¬
fect employees and the environ¬
ment. Change bankruptcy laws to
exclude modification

those

on

is easy. Take the
we have and work

out to the

thus

sate for

Those

ethical

access

access

those states hard. Get

by, among other things, pollut¬
ing the environment, damaging their
employees' health or hurting their
employees' financial status through
changes in the pension plan.
Principle: Publicly traded lim¬
ited-liability businesses that are
created or chartered by the govern¬
ment should be subject to oversight
by the government.
Solution: Repeal any laws based
on
corporations having "natural
person" status and return corpora¬
tions to "artificial person" status,

is real. Because up to now, all I have
heard from libertarians amounts to

other

an

states. Concentrate

limited

ner

Libertar¬

to

a

access

states where

cussion.

failed to behave in

suggestion: Let's focus

a

the over-rated ballot

on

problem and start producing vote
totals so they can't ignore us.
Forget the extremely hard ballot

the past

over

principles and positions will no
doubt agree with the committee's

respect

cov¬

is showered upon them."
becoming a bunch of cry

any
—Dan Karlan

I ask the nay-sayers to go out on
limb, and say what evidence they
require to agree that global warming

with

can¬

less

Sure, just get rid of welfare and

ticed

again how much celebrity

didates benefit from the media

once

the rest

the next two years.
The Democrats have

—Andrew Cohen

Springs, Florida

on

being aggressively ignored
simply wrong does nobody
good.
are

are

—

of us?

stands
—

burden

terrorist elements that

staff it; write a letter to

Badnarik

time.

reckless military

a

a

the
a

adventure?

party members that we have, but if
each of those 376,000 voters would

marry

for
with

Where is the liberal call for

quick exit from

enter for destructive purposes or to
avail themselves of services that ul¬

timately place

Where is the liberal support

averages to
person

opposition to

ings
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spent incredible amounts of
and thousands of hours of
valuable time to get on the ballot in
48 states. Ralph Nader was on nine
money

fewer states than

we were

LP News welcomes letters.
I

and still

E-mail:

Editor@hq.LP.org
(202) 333-0072
(Attn: LP News)
Mail: Libertarian Party
Fax:

Attn: The MailBox

—

our

party leaders were: "That proves

Please include your address.
Send correspondence to:

2600
I

Virginia Ave., NW, Suite 100
Washington, DC 20037

!
•
1
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libertarian belief is
a

because

—

try. I want to leave
children
will

see

legacy for my
and two grandchildren that
them living in freedom in
a

their lifetimes.
—Gerald Shidell

Rhinelander, Wisconsin

■ Libertarian
I

writing in

am

enough

response to a
reader's letter entitled 'Jesse Ven¬

tura'

by Tony Correnti. [See October
2004 LP News]
I believe he hits

on an

excellent

point which needs to be expounded
on. One particular sentence
caught
my attention: "Members who con¬
tinue to discuss whether

dates

'Libertarian

are

our

candi¬

enough' miss

the

bigger picture."
Occasionally, I fall into
trap myself with members,

Miss

this
can¬

didates

or

tarians

which

self-proclaimed
does

harm

needs to be cultivated.

more

—Kevin Kurzawa

Orlando, Florida

good in the long run.
trying to keep the Lib¬
ertarian Party absent of any such
members who might disagree with
some portion of libertarian philoso¬
phy, no matter the relevancy of it,
we should be opening our arms to
the masses by asking them to join

—

and

they have that kernel
thought which just

of libertarian

Instead of

■

and
accepted beliefs that I can honestly
state that we have something to of¬
fer every citizen. There are many
people out there that only share
half or a quarter of our views, but
instead of shunning them as "the
enemy" let us attempt to recruit
them by emphasizing those points
in which they agree.
To me, someone who has just one

The U.S. Army referred to native
Iraqis fighting against foreign occu¬
pation as "anti-Iraq forces," and the
Associated Press first put quotations

to accomplish something, and not
just feel good about having given,
then we need to pay attention to
what the recipients use the money
for. Is the money actually spent for
programs, or for overhead and fund
raising? Does the organization have

around the term.

a

forces' killed."

was

re¬

standard for

successful program,

a

and do

they measure theirs against
regularly?
Various rating organizations pro¬

it

have

ported that "multiple secondary ex¬
plosions were seen but the military
said it had

for those

vide this information

Iraq forces killed," and this time the
phrase "anti-Iraq forces" was not in
quotations — so it is possible that
we will be
seeing more of this term.
Using these new, Orwellian defi¬
nitions, those in Holland fighting
against German occupation during

news

media

accepted the term "insurgents"
fighting against the U.S.installed Vichy-type government in
Iraq rather than using the usually
accepted term "the resistance" for
those fighting against foreign oc¬
cupation.

many common

ported that "the U.S. command said
no information on
'anti-Iraq

it had

Later in the article it

'Insurgents'

For months the U.S.

our cause.
so

friend

liber¬

than

We have

a

potential full-blown Libertarian

On Oct. 23, the Associated Press

accepted more government newspeak as Army propagandists went
a step further: In an AP article run
in Gannett newspapers under the
headline "U.S. Marines, insurgents
clash again in Fallujah," it was re-

Liberty’s Guide to Film and Video

The definitive

guide to Libertarian film. A great gift!
Laissez-Faire Books ~ Amazon.com ~ MissLiberty.com

Health

information

no

World War II

were

on

anti-

not "the Dutch

Resistance," but "anti-Holland in¬

there is
and

Web-based

a

as

service;

a

that is free

one

quite good.
problem with it is that of the

The

list of

seven charities I had in hand
when I visited their site, not one
was rated by them. When I
inquired,

they responded that they rate only
few hundred of the largest chari¬

a

ties.

surgents."

So there is

—Tom Palven

filled,

Farmingdale, New Jersey

a niche
waiting to be
service libertarians need

a

and need to be told that

they
rating the efficiency and ef¬
fectiveness of organizations that so¬
—

need:

■ Wasted-vote syndrome'

Comparing Michael Badnarik's
pre-election poll numbers in New
Mexico (5 percent in August) to his
actual vote totals

on

Election Day

(about 0.3 percent) convinces me of
something I have felt for some time:
The "wasted vote" syndrome is a
very important factor that should
be constantly met head on.
In my opinion, all LP candidates
should mention to voters and inter¬
viewers that we are gradually build¬

ing

up a

strong third party so fu¬

ture voters

will have three realistic

licit donations to further the
of

cause

liberty.
The LP should not comment

organizations' goals,

we can

on

decide

about those ourselves from the

so¬

licitation; it is the technical analysis
of their

efficiency and effectiveness
duplication of

that involves massive

libertarian labor, and that is where
the LP should come in.

Supporting effective small gov¬
nonprofits
is an important part of the struggle
for liberty, but we need to know
ernment and free market

which

are,

and

not, effective. If

are

choices, not just the present two.

it is not the LP that fills this need,

Many voters

then who will?

may not

Abraham Lincoln

was a

realize that
third-party

candidate.

—Michael Lamboley

Goletta, California

—John C. Sprodl

Rochester, NY

■ Environmentalism II

■ Rated 'E' for effective

plenty of fruits and
vegetables, doctors say.
at

\S

and you

income, which makes it easier to

chances of

plan and fund projects. It’s also a
cheaper way to raise money than
by sending
out fundrais¬
It's

dramatically boost your
staying healthy.
The same is true of political par¬
ties. Except instead of fruits and
vegetables, parties need donations
to keep them healthy and vigorous.
And regular donations are the best
kind.

regular,

ing letters,
which
more

Enter the

Liberty Pledge Pro¬
gram. It's a way for you to make
regular, convenient contributions
to the Libertarian Party.

Pledges are good for the LP
because they produce predictable

why i
a
Liberty Pitdqtv
small bricks to the
edifice of

liberty all Libertar¬
are working to
build; you can help by
adding bricks of your own.”
ians

Hoesly. Webster. NY
Computer engineer (retired)

-

Dave

tAA/£iAXeiA,t

of your donation is spent on

vital projects.

from around the USA.

When

you

keep the party financially healthy
and become a Liberty Pledger?
It’s simple, easy, and important.
You can join the Liberty Pledge

Team online. Go to:

services/contribu-

«SL0l/V UCp

today!

join the Liberty Pledge Program,

membership will be renewed
automatically, for as long as you
remain a pledger. You'll also get

Or join over the
phone.Just call (202) 333-0008

and

| ]
| ]
[]
! ]
! ]

x221.

YES! I want to support the Libertarian Party on a more regular basis

[ ]

-

join the monthly Liberty Pledge In the amount Indicated below. Please send
Liberty Pledge News, each month.
1 Check/Money Order. (To: Libertarian Party)
$100 per month
Life Benefactor
] MasterCard (] Visa [ ] Discover [ ] Amex
$30 per month
A dollar a day for liberty!
$10 per month (minimum)
Sustaining
Please sign me up for $
per month
I’ll pay by check/money order: please send
the insider's newsletter. The

me a

useful service to its members. Pretty

its

good combination, is it not?

ernment now owns the land and

We

all know

now

that

giving

effectively is not the same thing
giving generously. If we want

information at right.)
Please mail to: Libertarian Party

*2600 Virginia
NW. Suite 100 • Washington. DC 20037

federal law requires political

committees to report the name,

mailing address, and occupation and employer for each indi¬
vidual whose contributions aggregate in excess of $200 in a
calendar year. Political contributions are not taut deductible.

professed motives

the

were,

ercises exclusive control

over

gov¬
ex¬

it.

—Andrew Kvochick

Cleveland, Ohio

Regulations too expensive
Continued from

one

tinued their

ceutical

Page 15
exploration of natural
products, rather than abandon¬
ing them. With more prevention,
we

would have less need for

cure.

Indeed, without the 1962 amend¬
ments, we would likely enjoy a level
of health and longevity that we can
barely conceive of today.
Again: Before we are regulators,
drug company employees, cost-con¬

day need
or

a

life-saving pharma¬

medical intervention.

Our very lives depend on elimi¬
nating the unsafe, costly and inef¬

fective

1962

Food and
Source

amendments to the

Drug Acts.

material:

Chapter 6

wart's Healing Our World
Aggression

able AT WWW.RUWART.COM

Regulation Responsible

ians,

maceutical

we are

human beings who will

of

Dr. Ru-

in an

Age

of

(SunStar Press: 2003)

scious consumers, or even libertar¬

Prices?"

for

AND

avail¬
"Is EXCESS

Soaring Phar¬

available

at

www,

ruwart.com/AAPS.pdf.

Is Abortion

Aggression

reminder notice each month.

[ ] Charge my credit card. (Please provide card

Avenue

pointing out that
government "protects" land by buy¬
ing it. That means that, whatever

that it is worth

—

tions.html

your

I have a suggestion for some¬
thing effective the LP can do for lib¬
erty, and at the same time, return a

as

Will you make a commitment to

www.LP.org/

What’s in it for you?

me

“Monthly pledging is a
painless way regularly to add

oo

means

Liberty Pledge News each month.
It’s got news stories about party ac¬
tivities. and recent newspaper clips

I liked the latest op-ed on freemarket environmentalism. I think

See

why it is: www.L4L.org
Libertarians for Life

Hathaway Dr.
Wheaton, MD 20906
(301) 460-4141
13424

libertarian@erols.com

■ About the author:

Mary J. Ru-

wart, Ph.D., is best known for her
books Healing Our World in an Age
of Aggression and Short Answers to
the

Tough Questions. Her "Ask Dr.
featured at the
Advocates for Self-Government Web
Ruwart" column is

site,

www.

theadvocates.ora/ruwart.
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home-based business?

WIN A FREE VEST
Concealed

Carry Clothiers
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Right lo Hear Amis

CCC Gun Belts

handcrafted and stitched using 2
pieces of top grade leather. Belts are
1/4" thick and stitched together with
four-cord linen thread. Both styles are
reduced to a single thickness in front for
comfort and so they don't telegraph "gun
belt" to any observer.
www.concealedcarry.com
are

Would an extra
per

$200, $000 or $1,000+
month change your financial situation?

Tor the ultimate in grass-roots

capitalism, visit...
The online libertarian community

to enter the FREE VEST CONTEST

News, Forums and Resources

www.Level3Libertv.com

For

www.fightgov.com

a

brochure call 888-959-4500

LEGALIZE

Legalize

Freedom

FREEDOM

A NEW VISION

TEE-SHIRTS
AND BUMPER

FOR AMERICA

STICKERS!

nor

Gorgeous 24-page booklet
with vivid color photographs
Presents the LP’s positive

wise. Express

Stickers: $2.00 each.

Legalize Freedom Tee-Shirts: $10.00

each. Sticker: Black

lettering on white vinyl. Tee-Shirt: Black
lettering silk-screened onto Hanes 100% Cotton Beefy
Tee, M/LG/XL. Shipped Priority Mail: $2.00 postage each
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BILL OF RIGHTS SHIRT
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•write BIB tf Bights la black.
Order over
the Web at

Pre-Shrunk
100% Cotton t-shirt

Sizes M,L,XL,2X

www.lpwi.org

Order by Mail
Send 16.95 To:

by Phone at
(800)236-9236

better America

a

Only 25( each.
on

(wwww.lpmn.org), can help with professional,
custom design services.
Web Design
• Brochures/Flyers • Business Cards
Presentations
• Banners
•
Signs/Ads

affordable,
•
•

10% DISCOUNT TO LP MEMBERS!
www.CoreyStern.com and click the Statue of Liberty
the bottom to get the Libertarian Member discount.

icon at
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phone: (952) 897-0375

email: corey@coreystem.com

Politicians Should Sell
Contract Insurance
To Us

—

Not Tax Us.
me

for

a

Dave Hollist

or

(909) 980-4198

•

We

serve

constitution@compuserve.com

the most active local

The San

free

prospectus, or my booklet Is $2. Thanks,

Party

Corey Stern, web designer of the Libertarian Party of MN

Visit

See order form

»

Please contact

Heavyweight

Libertarian

vision for

SUCCEED!

website

BOOKLET!

When it comes to Freedom,
ence is neiFreedom
ther goldBumper
en
Yourself.silLegalize

I WANT YOUR BUSINESS OR
CAMPAIGN TO

Get

party in the nation

Diego Libertarian Party

everything you need In

Use the internet

have the freedom to

one

place.

tool to connect

people to you,
easily manage your web services.

as a

http://www.ar-den.com

P.O. Box 1414, Alta Loma, CA 91701-8414

PO Box 20815
Visa

Greenfield, Wl 53220

http ://l .am/trad I ng

Master Card

Stop digging around
IN YOUR BAG TO FIND

YOUR CELL PHONE!

SNAP OUR

dani ORGANIZER

OF YOUR TOTE BAG

YOUR HANDBAG

—

TO THE HANDLE

ANOTHER
GOVERNMENT
PROGRAM

OR SIT IT UPRIGHT IN

(IT WON’T SINK TO THE

bottom). Dani can also be snapped
AROUND YOUR WRIST SO YOU CAN CARRY
JUST YOUR NECESSITIES:
•

LIPSTICK

•

KEYS

•

ID

•

CHANGE

A

place designed for
freethinkers

who want to attend

worship services
whenever they choose

MADE IN USA

$15
3 FOR $40
ALL ORDERS

$2 SHIPPING MC/VISA/AMEX

to do

SEE DA^BAGS AT: WWW.ASTERANDSAGE.COM

aster +

‘Come, let

sage1

9 NEWMAN AVENUE RUMFORD Rl 02916

us reason

so.

together.” (Isaiah)

401 .431 .6116

www.STARDUSTING.ora

TO MAKE US
HEALTHY
WEALTHY
AND
WISE

JUST SAY NO
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[[Ecoming
LP NATIONAL CHAIR

■ December 2, 2004
"Liberty, Technology and Prosperity,"

Michael Dixon

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Joe Seehusen

COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR

George Getz
HEADQUARTERS STAFF
Sam New, Affiliate Services
Jessica Wilson, Development

register,

www.Cato.org

or

Leadership Alliance

Conference, Renaissance Hotel

at the Lambert

Airport in St. Louis, Mo. Panel discussion

with
LP candidates and elected officials: What state

organizations can do to support candidates and
elected officials. Other speakers to include LNC
Treasurer Mark Nelson; Glenn Nielsen, MO LP;

call (202) 789-5229.

LNC

■ December 3, 2004

Agyare, M'ship Services

The Foundation for Economic

THE LIBERTARIAN PARTY®
2600 Virginia Ave., NW, Ste 100
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 333-0008
Fax: (202) 333-0072
Website: www.LP.org

Office hours: 9 am-5 pm ET, M-F
New Member Information:
Call

go to

January 21-23, 2005

Libertarian State

representatives George Squyres and James

I Dixon

Lark; and LNC Chair Michael Dixon. Indiana LP

HEADQUARTERS SERVICES
Juliet

■

seminar co¬
sponsored by the Cato Institute and The Economist, to be
held at the Crown Plaza Cabana in Palo Alto, Cal.
Speakers
to include Maren Christensen of NBC
Universal; Lee Hollaar,
professor at the University of Utah; Les Vadasz; Fred von
Lohmann, Electronic Frontier Foundation; and Rick White,
president and CEO of TechNet. For more information or to
a

(800) ELECT-US

LP NEWS EDITOR

Chair Mark Rutherford to talk about the Indiana LFs
path to
and Trevor Southerland, of Campus Libertarians, to
discuss campus organizing. For more information, contact Bob

success;

Education,

in

Irvington, N.Y. "The greatest mistake
in American history: Letting government
educate our children," a talk by investment
analyst (and 1996 and 2000 LP presidential
candidate) Harry Browne. Doors open at

Sullentrup (LNC secretary and MO LP chair) at rwsullyOcharter.
to www.staterhairs.nrg

net or go

■

6:30.

Speech at 7:40 p.m. The event is free
I Browne
of charge. For more information or to reserve
your space, call (914) 591-7230, e-mail evenihgs@fee.org.
go to

Convention, St. Petersburg Beach Holiday Inn.
Speakers to include Dr. Bruce Borson, Dr. James Lark and
Meaghan Walker. For more information, call (727) 344-1038

or

www.fee.org.

go to

J. Daniel Cloud

CONTACT LP NEWS

Libertarian Party

/ Attn: LP News
2600 Virginia Ave., NW, Ste 100
Washington, DC 20037
Phone: (202) 333-0008 x226
E-mail: Editor@hq.LP.org

February 4-6, 2005

LP Florida

■ December 10, 2004

or

www.LPPinellas.org.

■ March 17-19, 2005

Cato Institute Seminar Luncheon, Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New
York, N.Y., from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Featuring author Christopher

Austrian Scholars Conference 2005, The
Mises Institute, Auburn, Ala. To include 80-

and

plus presentations on economics, history and
philosophy, with speakers to include: Thomas
J. DiLorenzo of Loyola
College; Mark Thornton
of The Mises Institute; Alberto
Mingardi of the

Hitchens; Judge Andrew Napolitano, senior judicial analyst for
Fox News Channel; and Raymond Keating of the Small Business

Entrepreneurship Council. Co-sponsored by the Donald and
Family Foundation. Registration: $75 per person.
Register online atwww.cato.org/events/041210cs.html. For
more information, call
Lesley Albanese at (202) 789-5223 or
Paula Smith

Bruno Leoni Institute; and Edward Feser of

■ Thornton

Loyola Marymount. For more information, call
(334) 321-2100, e-mail pat(5>mises.org. or go to www.Mises.ora.

e-mail lalbanesefa) cato.org.
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Badnarik for
President campaign

■ page l

WORD
Libertarians have

always unequivocally advocated a smaller role for
an uncompromising defense of our civil
greater reliance upon the spontaneous order provided by

government, with lower taxes,
liberties and

a

free markets and free minds.

wrap-up
■ page 3

[FIRST

Judge

you

there. There is

high
of regulation

cost

Journal-Constitution, October 15, 2004

laissez-faire
issues such

party
The

Party is the mechanism to get

other choice."

— with their focus
property rights, free markets and limited government — appeal to
conservative Republicans. But Libertarians'

Incorporating your
■ page 15

no

"Conventional wisdom says Libertarian candidates

on

state

If less government and more freedom is

—Lance Lamberton, The Atlanta

Butthck wins
another term
m PAGE 13

...

what you want, then the Libertarian

.•

philosophy

as

can extend to social
abortion, marriage and drug

policy, which means they can appeal just
strongly to liberal Democrats."
—Rebecca Cook, The Sun, Bremerton,

Washington, November 7, 2004

as

